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" This is NB ffadio News. %.
I'm Dan Blackburn in Los Angeles. There may
never have been anything quite like it here

NBC
RADIO
e
OUT OF THE STUDIO.
ON THE SCENE.
5PM EST Hourly Newscast, March 1, 1983
"There may never have been anything quite like it
here. A square mile of south central Los Angeles
has been devastated by aviolent tornado which
ripped roofs from houses and businesses and left
scores of people homeless. The streets are littered
with glass and debris, and trucks and cars are
strewn about as though picked up and dropped by
some giant hand. In front of some shattered homes,
people stand and just stare while others load their
belongings into trucks and cars and look for new
shelter."
For radio reporting that's live and"in color" count on the
unique sound of NBC Radio News.
Not content to just report the story, NBC News goes to where
the story is, anchoring newscasts live. We cover significant,
history- making events in ways that are relevant to your
audience.
On a day-to-day basis, NBC provides consistent, high-quality,
"full color" radio news, offerir_g more actualities and newsline
feeds than anyone else.
We always take the story— big or small— and bring it " home"
for your listeners.

NBC
Radio
Network

For stations committed to news.

KATZ
RADIO

People Make The Difference
To be the # 1 Radio Rep you need experienced
management, effective salespeople and innovative
sales and research tools. Katz Radio has them all.
Katz Radio has the most stable management
team, the most aggressive sellers and the most productive research operation in the business.
Katz Radio is the best because we have the best
people— people who are dedicated to the Radio Industry. People who are committed to radio's present and
future.

dli

ret
Katz Radio. The best.

KATZ RAD

!CATIONS INC
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Who lust teamed up with
Doubleday to launch the hottest
new rock program on rari.io?
"Rock USA" explodes onto radio,
ignited by the power of two industry giants.
Mutual — the leader in broadcast technology — has joined forces with Doubleday
— the country largest rock station group
to bring you an eclectic, electric mix of
music, news and information that going
to rock your radio.
Every week, available live via satellite, Rock USA's Ted Cannarozzi takes
listeners behind the scenes to meet the
hottest stars; up the charts to hear the hits
— as tallied by "Friday Morning Quarterback Album Report" — and down aroll call
of classics to relive rock roll history.
The same success formula that's worked
wonders for Doubleday is built right into

Rock USA. Now, Rock USA is ready to fill
radio stations with devoted rock fans.
And give advertisers acoast-to-coast
following of listeners who spend as
well as rock. Rock USA! Mutuals
exclusive satellite multicasti
and Doubleday's success
track record make it possib
And now you can get i
but only from Mutual —
the one full- service
network. For Ro
USA — the ho
new rock mag
zine to hit radi.
— the answ
is Mu

eanswer
is Mutual.r0
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Only 10
Radio Stations In America

can take advantage of the
most outstanding
research/consulting
package ever offered.

Only 10
Radio Stations In America

Only 10.
A Perfect Package of Personalized Services
Focus Groups
Music Testing
Telephone Studies
And Full Service Consulting
Is being offered now at a special price for
10 Very Special Radio Stations.

When You Demand Full Attention,
Quality Service and

RESULTS . . .
Call Us. ( 303) 989-9980
We're Surrey Communications Research ... We Know How To Win.

Stt

SURREY COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH, INC.
Union Commons Building Suite 270 65 South Van Gordu ,
Denver. Colorado 85228

Telephone ( 353) 989-9980

How to win the
radio paper chase
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MAPS maps more for you!
For abusiness that deals exclusively in sound, aradio
station generates an uncommmonly high volume of paperwork. Some managers are so wrapped up in the paper
chase, there's little time for the main thing: Reaching
abig, responsive audience and earning aprofit at it.
Cetec MAPS puts all that paper in its place, memorizes
it, makes multiple analyses, and gives you just the timely
data you need for timely control of Management,
Accounting, Programming, and Sales.
MAPS means more for station management— much more than any
clerical scheme or off-the- shelf
general business grab-bag.
Isn't it time you talked to Cetec?
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Deregulation is Failing Radio

I

have always counted
The best way the governmyself as one who would
ment can help radio broadhave been happy to see the
casters is to do things which
government get out of rawill aid us in being better
dio, so when deregulation
broadcasters. That includes
became more than just an
making a profit, but isn't
illusion, Igreeted it with
limited to it. The FCC
enthusiasm. Today, howshould set standards in the
ever, Iam sad to confess that
areas which will require that
Publisher ferry Del Colliano
Idon't feel the same way.
licensees are responsible.
There's no doubt in my mind that the FCC That doesn't mean that every station must
doesn't belong in programming. It has no right carry farm news or lots of regular news. It does
to tell us how much of anything we must run mean that every station holding avaluable
on-air to get or retain the valuable license window to the airwaves must act responsibly.
radio executives covet. And, there's no doubt
Radio broadcasters deserve long license pethat long, complicated forms to argue our riods, but must be held accountable for being
cases for license renewal are an unnecessary good broadcasters. Most radio groups and stawaste of radio's financial resources and peo- tions qualify " as good broadcasters year after
ple, as well as awaste to taxpayers.
year, so the only ones that need worry are the
But just as deregulation has not helped the ones which are not putting their listeners' inairline industry approach Utopia, it isn't terests ahead of their own.
helping radio ( or all of broadcasting) get there
And the radio industry needs aCommission
either. As Isaid, this is not athing Ilike to that has the guts to say to feuding equipment
admit. On the surface it smacks of anti-radio, manufacturers "enough is enough." Study it.
but when it is thought through, radio would Think about it, but decide on which AM stereo
be better served by an FCC which gets off our system is going to be the standard. Some manbacks, but not out of our lives entirely.
ufacturers will cry, but the radio industry and
Just as children need parameters for their its listeners will benefit. By the time AM stereo
successful psychological growth, we as radio is areality (when you can buy it at acompetitive
broadcasters need some leadership from "Big price), AM will have suffered through too many
Daddy FCC." Notice Idid not say "Big Brother more years of disadvantages at the hands of FM.
FCC." Mark Fowler is anice guy, but he has
When the FCC was established, it was debeen as effective as Ronald Reagan with his signed to keep radio stations on their frequen"let the marketplace decide" policies.
cies. That is relatively easy today, but its 1984
It occurs to me that the Wiley Commission purpose could be as simple. How about letting
was too restrictive. It doesn't service the pub- the FCC make order out of chaos so both stalic interest when aradio station promises to tions and listeners benefit?
run six hours of news programming aweek
This will take some courage. It takes adeand some program director hides most of it parture from "letting the marketplace decide"
on the all-night show. That's the regulation. what the Commission really should decide.
And it occurs to me that any time the radio And, it does not mean areturn to the restricindustry is told that the marketplace will de- tive " Big Brother" tactics of previous
cide which, if any, AM stereo system will Commissions.
What it means is the old way was no good
become the standard, it throws the industry
into turmoil. It jeopardizes something that and the new deregulation is not much better.
AM radio so badly needs while an apathetic One doesn't have to be agenius to know that
audience becomes even more disinterested in something different is needed.
this exciting new technology. That's not deIjust happen to be one who thinks that
regulation. It's irresponsibility.
something different is needed now.
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Sandusky Radio congratulates the staff and management of KLSI
and KWFM on their superior performance in the Fall '82 Arbitron.
it

Steve

Dinkel and the staff of Kansas City's "Classy" debuted with an astounding #1poson

18-49 women and #6in the market 12 + •
SalleSkY

Right on target in Kansas City!

istor y of Tucson
11-n1-lardy and his staff at K\NFI•A
ucson achieved the highest curne in the h
adults.
radio • . . 24.7% of the market 12 + and garnered aphenomenal 21share of 1S-34

Sandusky - flight on target in Tucson!

Congratulatons, also,

to

the staes and management of KI3P1, KI•11.)S, KDKB, KEGL, and

Kee on successful showings in the important fall sw eeps.

Sandusky -

taiget.- Pal makes!
Source - 1982 Fall Arbitron Metro

The Radio Division/Sandusky Newspapers, Inc.
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Decisions Publications, Inc.
New York, NY

Stormy Weather
Thank you for the fine piece of
fiction on Weather Services.
Meteorologist Joe Zona has been
working for MEDIA WEATHER,
not METRO WEATHER since
1958. If he is moonlighting with
METRO, I'm sure his boss would
like to find out.
Bill Fawcett
News Director
WBTX
Broadway, VA
All private weather services receive data from government sources,
including the National Weather
Service, but this is where the similarity ends. How that data and information is interpreted and transformed into afinal weather forecast makes the critical difference
among weather services. The assertion that radio executives just
don't see the real world is dribble.
They know the value of private
weather services.
Joel N. Meyers, Ph.D.
President
Accu Weather, Inc.
State College, PA
High Regards
My compliments on an excellent
publication, beautifully planned
and presented. As former business
manager of Broadcasting and publisher of Sponsor, I'm high on
radio. Congratulations on your
high standards, as evidenced by
your publisher's letter.
Norman Glenn
Chairman

Seeing Red
"What's the difference between a
Black 18-24-year-old and aWhite
18- 24-year-old male? " : Males 1824 years old have been just as bad
in returning diaries and participating in Arbitron surveys as Blacks.
Male-oriented Top 40 stations and
album rock stations have suffered
by this lack of DST for males 1824. Blacks, Whites and Hispanics
should be treated equally... even
in research.
Dwight Douglas
Burkhart/Abrams/Michaels/
Douglas and Associates, Inc.
Atlanta, GA
Daytime Believer
Iwas impressed with " The Folly of
AM Stereo." However, you should
have included another important
fact: that the word " daytime" is
tacked on to alot of AM stations.
AM stereo will make little difference in putting AM in contention
with FM as long as there are AM
stations that sign off at sunset.
Wilbur Heath
News Director
WVOH
Hazelhurst, GA

Radio Only

Hot Head
Wow! With friends like you, who
needs enemies? One could conclude from your tirade that all AM
owners should stick their heads in
the oven, and that you just can't
wait to change the name of your

magazine to

" FM

RADIO ONLY."
Tony Fernandez
WKXY
Sarasota, FL

"Last of the Red Hot Jingles"
points out shortcomings of some
jingle companies, but you have
unfairly lumped them all together.
If it were true that JAM " lacks
creative foresight," why are JAM
jingles heard on the majority of
winning radio stations? JAM's
reputation is that a jingle will
sound like the demo, and if you are
not satisfied, JAM will correct it
even if they lose money in the deal.
Keith Mason
Operations Manager
Sangamon Broadcasting
Danville, IL
It is curious that Bill Stakelin is
considered arising industry leader,
yet you print that " he likes politics probably more than he likes
the radio industry". How did Bill
garner the support to be picked by
his peers to be included in your
select list, unless his talents and
energy were spent growing and
succeeding with radio? Bill Stakelin
has never sought any political
office outside of broadcasting.
Shaun Sheehan
Senior Vice President
NAB
Washington, D.C.
Your profile of Metromedia caught
me by surprise. RADIO ONLY'S
frankness impresses me. Having
spent six years at WASH during its
heyday, Ishare your analysis and
feel that an important lesson for
industry managers has been identified. None of our policies are sacred
cows cast in stone. To believe that
we have created the " perfect station" with the "perfect staff,"
image and format is to deceive ourselves into industrial suicide.
Ed Rodriquez
General Manager
WXAM
Charlottesville, VA
Address letters to RADIO ONLY,
1930 East Marlton Pike, Suite C-13,
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003.
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No television.
No cable.
No records.

Now radio executives don't have to pour over
trade publications that cater to their competition
only to come away disappointed that radio news
coverage is not equal.
Now, there's RADIO ONLY, the industry's only
monthly newsmagazine.
It's the only one that covers radio's nine most
important topics.
The only one that devotes the entire magazine to
covering radio. Organizes it and presents it in
quick-read format.
RADIO ONLY is the only full-color monthly
magazine (even the TV, record, and cable
publications are not 100% full-color!).
It's the only one that reaches an estimated 25,000
radio readers every month.
The only one that is consistently saved for future
reference and not discarded on areceptionist's desk
or lost in acrowded file cabinet.
RADIO ONLY's gutsy format, accuracy, and
readability make it amust for the busy executive.
Even the radio ads are interesting and relevant
(and readers can get FREE information from any of
our advertisers without further obligation, if they
wish).
RADIO ONLY. Now only $25 for one year. Sixmonth trial subscriptions only $12.50.
Call today to start your subscription (VISA and
MASTERCARD accepted). Dial (609) 424-6800.
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Advertisers may inquire about
future issues at (609) 424-6800.

1930 E. Marlton Pike, Suite C-13, Cheny Hill, NJ 08003

UP-TO-THE-MINUTE
RKO's Remote Chance

Shamrock's Lucky Day

RKO still has one last hope of retaining its radio
chain. Competing applicants have until May 12th to
file with the FCC. Then the Commission has promised to rule on whether RKO's parent, General Tire,
is qualified to hold FCC licenses. It's no guarantee,
but if deemed qualified, RKO could have achance for
competing for its own licenses.

New Radio President Bill Clark seems intent on
selling off KXRL, Little Rock and WBOK, New
Orleans. Both are AM facilities. Both are priced
right for some lucky buyer under $ 1million per
station. Company could be kicking tires or could
be seriously looking at Boston ( GE's WJIB), Houston, Los Angeles and Chicago. Shamrock owns TM
Companies, WFOX, Gainesville ; KMGC, Dallas;
KDUL, Kansas City.

Bumming A List
Startling revelation from the tobacco industry.
One major group president was approached to sell
its 18-34- year- old list of names used for music
research to atobacco company. Going price: $ 1.60
per name.

LIN Seeks A Flagship
WVNJ AM/FM, Newark, NJ owner Herbie
Saltzman stands to make plenty on the desire of
large companies to buy astation in the Big Apple.
No other New York stations are on the block , so
Newark is close enough. Dick Verne's LIN Broadcasting has offered $8million for WVNJ-FM. Lotus
Communications is seeking the AM for aSpanish
outlet, but would have to sell one of their present
seven AMers. LIN apparently needs aNew York
flagship. Saltzman doesn't.

Heftel Stations On-the-Block Again
Cecil Heftel is settling outstanding debts at a
record pace. He's also looking to unload WIKS/
WFBQ, Indianapolis. Tom Embrescia is supposedly
eying VVIKS-FM to go along with recently obtained
WIFE-AM there. Heftel's WLUP-FM, Chicago may
be next station for sale as Cecil Heftel exits broadcasting for the second time.

Beautiful Music Test Results
Pioneer syndicator Jim Schulke after CMT Music
research was done on SRP's entire library: " Forty
to fifty percent flunked." Now, only tested music
winners are on-air at Schulke stations. ( See Reinventing Beautiful Music article on page 16.)

GE Overpriced?
General Electric isn't anxious to sell off its entire
radio group. Don't expect to hear about new buyers
soon. GE is asking for awhopping $20 million at
KOA/KOAQ, Denver ;$ 10-14 million for WJIB-FM,
Boston (profitable WXKS-FM there got $ 14 million) ;
$7 million for KFOG-FM, San Francisco ;$8million
for WGY/WGFM, Schenectady ; $9million for WSIX
AM/FM, Nashville. Gulf Broadcasting is interested
in paying $20 million for the Denver stations where
the Mile High City's price remains sky high. Gulf
may be looking to sell off its medium market stations to upgrade for large ones.

FCC To Stay Out Of Rep Industry
The present FCC reaffirmed its reluctance to get
into any controversy that might mean more regulation. It dismissed Blair Radio's petition against
McGavren Guild which allegedly offered advertisers combined rates on separately owned stations in
the same market. Ralph Guild has been buying rep
firms like they have been going out of business.
Some have. Now that the FCC ruled, look for Blair
to get very competitive on the same basis if necessary.

Infinity Ad Infinitum
Infinity's $ 8million offer to buy KCBQ AM/FM,
San Diego from Charter apparently beat Charter
President John Bayliss and investors in their bid.
Rumors had Bayliss and longtime associate Karl
Eller as doing a joint venture. Bayliss owns two
stations in nearby Santa Maria, CA, and is likely to
make another bid on radio stations most likely
without Eller.

Surrey Spins Off Milwaukee
Surrey finally spun off WMIL/WOKY, Milwaukee
which it picked up along with KYKY-FM, St. Louis
(formerly KSLQ) in adeal with Charter. The buyer:
Boise, Idaho-based Sundance Broadcasting for $5
million. Look for Surrey to keep KYKY along with
its stations in Tucson and Oklahoma City.

New Music Untested
The new music craze affecting some album rock
stations is largely untested for lasting results.
Nevertheless, stations seem anxious to switch from
ailing album rock formats. Early results show
mostly teens. Teens do not aradio station make
these days.

What's the new Sebastian Format?
Prematurely-retired album rock program consultant John Sebastian is getting ready to debut his
new upper demographic music format on July 1.
It's likely to be an album rock derivative and Heftelowned WLUP-FM, Chicago may be among the first
stations to go with it.
RADIO ONLY/APRIL 1983
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UP-TO-THE-MINUTE
Black & White Shakeup Coming
Ethnic is in. Lotus rep drops 175 white stations
to concentrate on 50 more profitable Spanish stations. White stations accounted for only one-third
of their revenue. The big reps control the major
white stations. Smaller reps must specialize to survive. So-called urban contemporary formats continue to spring up in ethnic markets. LIN's WUSLFM, Philadelphia is into its second rating book
using acompatible white hit list with black music.
Successful ethnic stations in Houston, New York,
Boston and Washington inspire this new breed of
hit radio.

New York's Talk of the Town
ABC wishes its talk station WABC-AM got as
much publicity as trade industry whispers that it
is ready to return to music if the ratings don't
improve soon. ABC insisted on going talk even
though WOR-AM and WMCA-AM had the market
to themselves and WINS and WCBS were successfully running all-news. Speculation has Gerry Cagle
going from KFRC-AM, San Francisco to WABC. It
will take aresourceful programmer to rebuild the
station Mike Joseph started and Rick Sklar continued.

Satellite Network Dockings Ahead
Don't be surprised if Transtar network merges
with another satellite network in the near future.
Transtar and Satellite Music Network already
merged sales forces using Katz Radio to market the
230 on-paper clients. Network competition is
tougher than ever especially for networks without
adequate national penetration.

Mutual Can Dish It Out
Mutual commits to spending an additional $2
million for affiliate satellite conversion. President
Marty Rubenstein has already spent $ 10 million to
put modern technology in the hands of Mutual
stations. By contrast ABC is forcing its affiliates to
take it—that is to buy their own dishes. While no
ABC affiliates seem anxious to switch networks,
Mutual is clearly acting like it's number one and
the much wealthier ABC is " standby" by watching.

Radio Profits Not Insured By FDIC
That's one thing they have in common with
money market funds. The other is the startling fact
that radio station earnings are on par with money
market funds. Radio profits have been dropping
consistently for the past five years.

Did NBC's Peacock Peak Too Soon?
NBC still hasn't officially purchased WBOS, Boston for the reported $ 5million asking price. Radio
12
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President Mike Eskridge seems to have won more
serious corporate commitment for expansion to the
full seven compliment FM group than any of his
predecessors. Even if the WBOS deal blows up, NBC
seems serious now about expansion under Eskridge.

Korean King Kahn
Leonard Kahn recently completed adeal through
his Hazeltine Corporation which will allow Koreanbased Samsung Electronics to produce receivers for
the Kahn/Hazeltine AM stereo system. Giant Samsung ( over $6 billion per year in sales) will begin
marketing their AM stereo radios in the United
States later this year.

Arbitron's Latest ADI Idea
Now Arbitron is considering anew ADI which
would be called Radio Area of Dominant Influence
Only ( nicknamed RADIO). Arbitron would define
radio markets within existing ADI's ( used as acomparison with TV stations). Arbitron would then
offer radio clients Metro Area, Total Area, RADIO,
and ADI. Rationale: The Metro Area is fine for local
selling, but something else is needed for national
selling.

Co-op Increasing
Radio's share of co-op money is on the increase
in all areas except toys, according to figures released
by Pinpoint Marketing, Inc. Newspapers garner
about 50 percent of all co-op money out of $ 100
million available to all media during the year.

Play Ball or Else
CBS Radio Network will be paying about 12.5
percent more ($ 2million to $ 2.25) to carry Major
League Baseball this season. New network rights
contracts are expected to be negotiated for 1984
which will substantively hike what networks will
have to pay if they want to continue to carry pro
baseball. CBS had significant rating gains for the
All- Star Game and World Series last year. CBS
Research also shows continuing increases in
women listeners for CBS sports.

Unconventional
The NAB Annual Convention ( this year in Las
Vegas) is not only the largest of its kind in the
industry, but one of the biggest gatherings of atrade
organization in the country. A Research Group
study conducted for RADIO ONLY ayear ago gave
the NAB excellent marks for how it runs the convention. But a little known statistic is how few
radio executives actually attend the annual convention. Just weeks prior to this year's, NAB reported
about 3,000 convention-goers as radio registrants.
—By Jerry Del Conine>

OUR STATIONS
GOTA BIG RISE OUT
OF US LAST YEAR.
WE BOOSTED THEIR AUDIENCE 36%
DURING TALKNET HOURS.
In just one year, 125 stations have plugged into Iblknet, our unique
call- in programming service featuring Bruce Williams and Sally Jessy
Raphael weeknights and Bernard Meltzer and Dr. Harvey Ruben
weekends. Results? During the hours that Iblknet is carried, affiliates
enjoyed an average increase of 36% in average quarter hour audience:
It's happening in big markets (we're heard in 39 out of the top 50),
small markets and markets in between. And you know what
good nighttime numbers can do for morning shares. If you're not yet
on board, call Meddy Woodyard at ( 212) 664-4745.
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'Source: NBC Estimate for measurable stations, based on Arbitron Ratings/Radio,
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RADIO PERSONALITIES
It's rare when a man
and his son work in the
same industry, let alone
share the same goal, but
Metromedia's
KHOWAM, Denver General
Manager Sam Sherwood
resigned recently to buy
a radio station with his
son, Tim Kelly. Kelly recently
left
Heftel's
WLUP, Chicago. Together they set their
sights on Lincoln, NE.

Traci Burkhart and Dwight Douglas

Little did programmer
Dwight Douglas reili7e
that when he joined Burkhart/Abrams he would not
only be marrying his job,
but the boss's daughter.
Kent Burkhart's daughter

Traci and Douglas were
married February 5in Atlanta. It was off to Hawaii,
then right back to B/A
where Traci is president of
Burkhart's Focus Research
Company.

WWMN Program Director Linda Lanci
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WJOK, Gaithersburg,
MD owner Robert Cobbins has ordered a 24hour comedy format on
his suburban Washington station and he hopes
to have the last laugh.
Cobbins claims W1OK is
the first full-time comedy station in the nation.
He also claims to have
sold ahalf million dollars
worth
of advertising
even before the new format went on the air
(which may be the
biggest joke of all). It's
George Carlin, Flip Wilson, Rodney Dangerfield
and djs spinning their
yuks. Cobbins, of course,
would love to laugh all
the way to the bank.

Someday
WWMN,
Flint PD Linda Lanci
hopes her station will be
equal—that a man will
be just as accepted in
morning drive on her allwomen radio station.
GM Peter Cavanaugh became abeliever quickly
when his daytimer's religion format began to
fade in the recession.
Programming
features
are aimed at women, but
the station claims 40 percent of the listeners are
male. But 40 percent of
0.3 means WWMN has
"a long way to go, baby!"

The new WASH-FM,
Washington Program Director Bill Tanner has
been on the elite " Most
Wanted" list for years,
but he would never leave
south
Florida ( and
WHYI-FM) for the cold
north. Metromedia lured
him
away
with
a
$150,000
salary
and
perks. He's most likely
headed for bigger duties
with Metromedia. His
credits include keeping
WHYI's rock format on
top for the entire time he

WWMN General Manager Peter Cavanaugh
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programming and research and consult lim ited number of outside
stations.
Steinbrenner
has aflair for the dramatic. Stevens, a flair for
the pragmatic.

Bill Tanner, WASH-FM PD

was PD and his references include Norman
Wain and Cecil Heftel,
which explains why he
can name his price today.
MI
If New York Yankee's
owner George Steinbrenner can hire Billy Martin
three times, New Yorkbased Doubleday Broadcasting President Gary
Stevens can certainly
hire programmer Bob
Hattrik twice. Stevens is
looking to Hattrik to
bolster sinking ratings
on some of his album
rock stations. Hattrik
will personally supervise

Bob Hattrik

While most of us are
attending the 1983 NAB
Las Vegas convention,
NAB Department of Convention and Meetings
Vice President Dr. Hal
Niven will be planning
the next one. In fact,
Niven has plans in the
works for NAB conventions
through
1989.
Niven has been the brains
behind NAB conventions
for over 15 years. If you
think you've got problems, imagine what it was
like
coordinating
the
25,000 plus people at this
year's Las Vegas convention. Niven made arrangements with the Las Vegas
Hilton, the MGM Grand,
and 40 other Las Vegas
hotels.
He
reserved
600,000 gross feet of
exhibit space, 100 meeting rooms, 300 hospitality
suites, and he planned
four major meal functions.

Drake Chenault President
Jim Kefford will go almost
anywhere to install anew
format, even a shortwave
station in the Mariana Islands. KHKU, Honolulu
owner Bob Berger is targetring " Superock KYOI, Saipan" to 18-34-year-olds.
Kefford is working with
Japanese
record
companies, using bilingual
promos. The station is
Japan's
only
full-time
rocker. It's heard in the US
and attracts advertisers
like Continental Airlines,
Seiko and Pioneer.

Joe Dorton

Gannett Radio's youthful President Joe Dorton
has recently finished assembling what may be
the most expensive team
of personality djs at various stations. ( Sources estimate Gannett's total expenditures for their announcers as upwards of
$3 million.) The most recent
acquisition
was
stealing CKLW, Windsor,
OT morning man Dick
Purtan for WCZY, Detroit. CKLW may have
considered it a steal, but
the $300,000 yearly salary

was not. Other Gannett
superstars are Rick Dees
(KIIS,
Los
Angeles),
Laugh-In's famed Gary
Owens ( KPRZ,
Los
Angeles),
Bob
Wall
(WGCI, Chicago), and
Dick Whittinghall ( KPRZ
afternoon man). Dorton
just put together a deal
with Mutual which will
carry 60-second vignettes
from
Gannett's
new
nationwide newspaper,
USA
Today.
Purtan,
Owens and Dees will be
doing the narration. And
will earn additional fees.

Jim Kefford, Bob Berger and Adrian Perry
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Reinventing Beautiful Music
An aging audience, plus aserious lack of recorded tunes to play,
is forcing its inventors back to the drawing board

Jim Schulke

Jim Schulke, for all practical
purposes,
invented
Beautiful
music. Imitators followed and
grew along with FM radio. Then
Bonneville took over as the largest
Beautiful music syndicator.
There are alot of major figures
in Beautiful music: Bonneville's
Marlin Taylor, Churchill's Tom
Churchill, Bob Carson, WGAY's
Ted Dorf, owner/pioneer Woody
Sudbrink, Bill McCormick, Ed
Winton, WEAZ's Jerry Lee and
others. They all have two things
in common: they are all different.
And, they all face problems with
the format they love to program.
Beautiful music programmers
are abreed apart. They believe in
their format. They program it differently ( sometimes too differently) and they have been staunch
supporters of the status quo.
The reason Beautiful music has
to be reinvented is that the audience is aging and dying off.
Younger listeners are not particularly attracted to it. Record companies rarely produce instrumen-

tal albums that would fit aBeautiful music station. They have
enough problems of their own
right now. Traditional things like
adding vocals and increasing the
mix of soft contemporary artists
haven't conclusively helped the
format rebound. While there are
many stations that do well in
Beautiful music, they are increasingly lone survivors in major markets, or one of two stations in
medium or smaller markets.
Some owners still spend alot of
money promoting their Beautiful
music stations, but it's a far cry
from the way it was in the early
to mid- 1970's when Schulke
clients first used TV as an influential means of attracting listeners
to FM. Today, even though radio
is still the second largest local television
advertiser,
advertising
money doesn't go as far. And every
other format advertises on television as well.
Beautiful music is unique. It is
mostly programmed by non-local
syndicators. There are exceptions,
but in this format, the syndicators
control the programming. In the
past, that has meant they got the
credit. Today they get the blame.
If the format is to survive, they
must also be its salvation.
Some Beautiful music people
are enraged to hear talk that their
format is faltering, but a recent
RADIO ONLY/Research Group
study showed it as the one format
with the darkest future, in the
opinion of the radio executives
polled. ( Only 5.8 percent believe
Beautiful music is the '80's most
promising format. 67.6 percent
(the highest scorer) believe that it
is the format losing the most salability in the 1980's.)
Bonneville's aggressive President John Patton has his own approach to Beautiful music, and just
as Patton differs from arch-com-

petitor Jim Schulke, so does his
format. Schulke sold his company
several years ago to Cox Broadcasting for $6 million. Now Larry
Adams is running Schulke's sales
and operations, and Schulke is
concentrating on the music.
Under Patton's leadership, Bonneville Broadcasting System has
purchased FM 100 Plan from Darrel Peters. Bonneville has boosted
its number of clients from 60 to
160 with FM 100 included. Bonneville is in all but four of the top
25 markets and it has done the
unthinkable—unseated Schulke
from his perch at the top of the
field.
It's hard to accurately say how
many clients each syndicator has,
since they often don't tell the
truth. Many report astation as a
client even if the format is not on
the air, but the client is still paying
off a contract. Others are downright dishonest about it. But insiders say an approximate count puts
Bonneville at 90 ( including FM
100), Schulke at 35, TM at 11, Bob

John Patton
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"The satellite is degrading to fidelity."

Carson at 10, Churchill with nine
and Kala with seven. These apply
to the top 172 rated Arbitron market possibilities.
Bonneville's major strategy:
program aggressively with alarge
music library. Old pro Marlin
Taylor programs the taped service ;
Dave Verdery, the new satellite
operation. Darrel Peters retains
control of his stations, even
though they are part of Bonneville
now. Bonneville has invested
heavily to hire Lex de Azevedo to
lead the so-called Million Dollar
Custom Orchestra. This is Bonneville's way to overcome the severe music shortage.
Perhaps Bonneville's biggest
and most impressive move to date
is beaming its format on satellite,
amove it says will not only make
the format sound better but will
allow it to be programmed daily.
This should keep the music current and help to avoid burn-out.
Schulke engineers say the Bonneville satellite deal does not provide better fidelity on the Satellite
Music Network channels because
the reduced band width is down
from 75 kHz to 50 and increases
noise.
One thing Bonneville is not
doing is researching its entire
music library for listener appeal.
Patton explains, " We started
music research over two years ago.
We buy material from companies
18
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that are doing research for contemporary or soft rock stations as second users. We've been doing this
to decide what songs to record
with our Million Dollar Orchestra."
Bonneville has stolen some 15
major Schulke clients since the
spring of 1980, virtually leaving
Schulke with holes in the major
markets. Schulke claims his research shows that 12 of these 15
clients have lost both 12 + shares
and 25-54 shares. Nevertheless,
they are solid Bonneville stations.
What Schulke did may seem
like alast straw to Patton, but it
could turn out to be the shrewdest
move yet to forestall additional
defections.
Capital Cities President Lim Arcara suggested to Schulke that

tested by the fact that numerous
clients cancelled because of the
ratings."
No matter. Schulke put an end
to client erosion. Syndicator
switching has virtually come to a
halt as the industry curiously
waits to see what the pioneer has
come up with this time.
Schulke promised to get an entirely tested new music library onair at all client stations by March
17, in time for the spring Arbitron sweep. It went on March 14.
The results, many of which
Schulke is understandably keeping under lock and key, are somewhat surprising. But they have
prompted
major changes
in
Schulke programming.
Before
March 14, Patton sent a list of
questions to all Bonneville and

Schulke with VP Phil Stout: Together they'll program 3,000 fully researched songs.

perhaps he might want to discuss
his problems with The Research
Group's Bill Moyes. Schulke called Moyes and they soon became
research phonemates. Schulke
convinced Cox to spring for a
$400,000 four-year music testing
program known as Comprehensive Music Testing ( CMT). It's
The Research Group's patented
process.
Patton thinks the move was a
sham. Patton admits, " It kept
some Schulke clients that were
thinking of changing syndicators
from changing." Patton cuts
through it all with a charge that
"the present Schulke library was
Larry Adams.SRPP resident running sales.

j

Schulke clients. Schulke responded point by point, trying to
make certain that broadcasters
knew his new project was amajor
breakthrough for atroubled industry.
Among the most startling findings: that certain vocals score very
high in test group situations with
younger and older respondents. So,
Schulke added some 50 vocals between 6am-12noon (38 of which
are single- lead vocals). He used to
program six to eight during the
1970's. But times have changed.
All music on the Schulke tapes
is tested. So-called high scoring
"Super Winners" are evident 11
times on each tape. The other
songs must also meet test standards.
The total library will be a lot

shorter than Bonneville's, which
has 4-5,000 tunes in play.
Schulke's is under 3,000. This
prompts Patton to ask if perhaps
the Schulke library with vocals
included will not burn out
quickly. Schulke quotes Bill
Moyes directly as saying, " It is
normal to feel negative about a
station repeating ' that' song again
(if it's one the listener does not
particularly like), but have you
ever heard anyone say, 'Oh damn,
there's one of my very favorite
songs again'?"
If this is beginning to sound to
you like what happens at aTop 40
station, you're right. This kind of
testing and programming is totally
unheard of for Beautiful music.
Schulke thinks it is going to work,
"while the entire research tapes

"We started research two years

ago."

Patton and Schulke insist upon
doing it " My Way."
Schulke researches it. Patton
custom produces it and puts it on
satellite.
As usual, the ratings will tell
the story. It may be like the old
joke about reinventing the wheel,
but both Patton and Schulke hope
they will have the last laugh.
—By Jerry Del Colliano
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Aggressive programming with a very large music library is Bonneville's strategy.

bave been phased in over a sixweek period, the new library will
not be on the air in its pure form
until three days before the spring
rating period." But he expects definite improvements in over-all
share and demographics in the
spring, and further improvements
in the fall.
Schulke is not a satellite believer or abig promoter. Schulke
pays Patton the highest compliment by saying, " He's one of the
sharpest merchandisers I have
faced."
The battle lines are drawn and
the differences are many. But iust
as the old Sinatra tune goes, both

Ten Highest Scoring
Beautiful Music Instrumentals
, Percy [- Son iheme from SlIIIIMUI Pirice.,
2 Henry Mancini You Don't Know Me
3 Peter Knight Tonight
4 BBC, Johnny Douglas Midland Orchestra.
exclusive SRP Ci iRom recording Words
5 Roger Williams Theme from
New York. New York
6 Vangelis Chariots of Fire
7 Hollyndge Strings Theme from Love Stork'
8 Henry Mancini Evergreen
9 Living Strings If IWere a Rich Man
10 Hagood Hardy As Time Goes By
Top Four Current Vocals
(Past four years)
• 1.,, ,, ,,Rogers
2 Neil Diamond
3 Neil Diamond
4 Kenny Rogers

Lady
September Morn
Hello Again
You Decorated My Life

Top Five SAP Exclusive Custom
Recordings ( non- BBC)
Since June, 1981
r
2
3
4
5

Ron Goodwin Through the Eyes of Love
Ron Goodwin Morning Train
Ronnie Aldrich Angel of the Morning
Ron Ci0Ouwin Arthur 3 Theme
Ronnie Aldrich' Theme from
Greatest American Hero

.
4i
e c'cle ,c` ,;
cores

Marlin Taylor at Bonneville's library.
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Healthy profits
come from
quarterly and
monthly
checkups.
Check-ups every
month mean healthy
profits. If you're in a
market that's increasingly competitive, you
need aresearch service
that helps you recognize
symptoms early. To help
you stay healthy.
To do that, you need current, reliable information on
programming, promotion
and sales. The Birch Monthly
Trend Report, the most timely
tracking report in the industry,
will give you the market's pulse.
Birch gives you aunique early
warning system that lets you diagnose important audience shifts
early, as they develop. While there's
still time to fine tune.
No need to wait until the next
sweep. With Birch, you can protect
yourself against "closet" buys, by updating buyers on your current position.
More than just quarterly check-ups. The
Birch Quarterly Summary Report adds
important features to Average Quarter
Hour and Cume Listening.
For instance, you can sell with cume
duplication. Because, if it's reach
they're after, you can show your

.3200

high exclusive
cume. If they want
frequency, just show
how your high duplication can add frequency
to agiven schedule.
Or you can target by
county. Local co-op advertisers are especially interested
in how aschedule does in their
county. With Birch, you can
show them.
Even go beyond demographics.
Every report has qualitative, product
consumption, and media data on
21categories. So you target right to
heavy users.
Birch. The affordable radio station
prescription. Monthly. Quarterly.
DataNOW for fast access to our entire
database. And, if you're in asmall market,
we have reports suited to your needs:
standard, condensed or capsule.
All that sounds expensive, but it's not.
It's remarkably affordable. Even less than
you've been spending on your other radio
research.
Find out how much you'll save.
And how much more you'll know.
Frequent check-ups cure the station
blahs. Don't take two aspirins. Just
call us in the morning.

Birch Radio

University Drive, Coral Springs, Fla. 33065 • (305) 753-6043 • NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES • DALLAS.

RATINGS
more frequent quantitative data
with three month rolling averages.
But ABC Research Director ( and
Arbitron still thrives while ad agencies still resist Birch - but
former Arbitron Radio VP) Bill
profits soar.
McClenaghan thinks, " It's going
to cost more money, because to acFormer radio program director
Birch Radio lacks agency sup- cess this stuff, you've got to lease a
Tom Birch once conducted his own port. Hillier, Newmark, Wechsler minicomputer from Arbitron research to see how his radio sta- & Howard's Chuck Hillier reminds made by ( Arbitron's parent comtion was doing during Arbitron the industry that, " Ihave yet for an pany) Control Data."
While Arbitron has always had
sweeps. Now Birch's approximately agency to say they're buying off
profiting
from
the
1500 radio station clients are using Birch numbers. It's still too new trouble
his research for the same informa- for them. But we make Birch apart monthly market concept, Birch
tion, and the Florida-based com- of our presentation. Even though Radio is the undisputed leader in
pany reports impressive revenues.
they are buying off of Arbitron, monthlies. Birch has also made
Birch Radio ( formerly The Birch we'll tell amarket story based on the service affordable while he
Report) reportedly doubled its Birch as well."
builds his base of strength.
1982 revenues despite expansion.
"Historically," according to
Birch Quarterlies may seem to
Birch has been persistently in Membrado, "providing informa- have dubious value if agencies
pursuit of Arbitron since acquiring tion with which to sell is the sel- don't use it as they use Arbitron.
Mediatrend's business following ler's responsibility. Since we But Birch realized that to compete
Jim Seiler's death. Birch Radio has establish the credibility of our es- with Arbitron, he had to put a
been showing growth because of timates, most agencies accept product, not promises, on the marits ability to base its costs on pro- Arbitron information at face ket. Birch Radio's task is to sell a
duction rather than on what the value."
tangible product to a seemingly
market will bear.
But, some say the buyer doesn't unwilling world of advertising
Last year Arbitron started calcu- know what's wrong with Arbitron agencies.
lating price on the basis of asta- and doesn't care. " We're not talkRadio has tried to take its frus tion's coverage instead of its high- ing about the most sophisticated trations out on Arbitron for its
est one-minute rate ( HOMR). The person in the world. ' Gimme a methodology, scope and pricing
continuing complaints show that number. Something to point to policies. The RABsponsored 1981
the problem is the cost.
when Imake the buy. Make my study by Weil, Goishal & Manges
Arbitron Vice President Mike life easy and Iwon't ask embarras- prospected in the area of radio
Membrado claims, " We've got a sing questions, ' whether or not the negotiating, as an industry, with
million dollars ayear in radio re- number makes any sense."
Arbitron for prices. There are
search. How do you pro-rate that? I
Yet radio continues to pay for many anti-trust perils.
don't know that you could come to those numbers. And industry leadPast efforts to compete with
amarket cost."
ers are increasingly asking those Arbitron failed miserably. Birke
Eastman Chairman Frank Boyle embarrassing questions.
Marketing got in and out quickly.
has apossible solution. Each subAgency acceptance is Birch's Audits & Surveys TRAC7never
scriber would purchase the basic
1983 priority. Birch recently com- made track one. Greyhound decided
service, but then add on additional pleted aseries of focus groups this to stick with buses and leave the
modules. Membrado argues, " The year with New York media buyers ratings to Arbitron. Pulse, Nielsen
report now is basic, at least in and researchers. Tom Birch's as- and Hooper folded radio ratings
some degree, for all customers."
sessment: " We find openness to a services. And only old-timers reBirch is quietly, but consis- second rating service. They don't member the name Crossley.
tently, building its own client want two sets of numbers measurABC's McClenaghan's tough
cume. Tom Birch is spending ing the same thing. What we're talk sums it up. " Birch now is
newly-found profits to hire a trying to do is give them numbers going head-on against Arbitron. If
nationwide staff of account execu- they can't get from Arbitron."
they don't make it that way, then I
tives to bring in business.
Birch pitches qualitative data don't know what's going to hapand monthly audience estimates pen. The world thinks they need
as updates of Arbitron to potential two rating services, but maybe
ARBITRON RADIO
clients. Arbitron has the agency they can't afford it."
business monopolized and producBirch Radio doubled business
Charleston.
es
250
metro
and
condensed
market
in
one year. Station clients quietly
North Charleston. SC
reports. Their demographics, day- absorbed a 15 percent price inparts and measurement definitions crease which gives evidence that
are the standard of the business.
while Arbitron continues to thrive,
Arbitron will counter Birch's radio is realizing that having two
two strongest points with qualita- quality rating services might just
tive data sold separately, and with be worth paying for. - By Jim Smith

Birch Doubles Revenues
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Whose Numbers are Right?

The New Diary

Sometimes Birch and Arbitron shares differ drastically, but there
are no easy answers.

Changes could improve Arbitron's audience measurement.

Birch and Arbitron numbers not
only differ quite frequently, but tend
to be somewhat regular book after
book. They are not statistical variations of the moment. The major
market differences are impressive
enough, but smaller market variations are even more dramatic.
CHICAGO

WIN

Arbitron and Birch ranks, 12+ AOH
TRIP MSA/SCSA fall quarter 1982. top
twenty listed alphabetically:
ARIIIIRON

WBBM -AM
WBBM -FM
WBMX
WCLR
WFYR
WJJD
WKOX
WLAK
WL00
WLSam
WGCI
WGN
WIND
WJEZ
WJPC
WLSfm
WLUP
WMAQ
WUSN
WXRT

(news)
(rock)
(black)
(AC)
(AC)
(big band)
(AC)
(MOR)
(beaut)
(rock)
(black)
(MOR/talk)
(talk)
(county)
(black)
(rock)
(album)
(country)
(country)
(album)

4
6
5
8
15
10
15
14
2
9
3
1
7
18
17
12
11
13
20
19

BIRCH

3
4
11
15
16
12
9
19
7
10
6
1
8
20
18
8
2
14
21
13

LOUISVILLE
AMMON

WAKY
(oldies)
WAMZ
(country)
WAVG
( MOR)
WCII (country)
WHAS
(MOR)
WKJJ ( rock)
WLOU (black)
WLRS (album)
WOMF
(album)
WRKA
(AC)
VVVEZ ( beaut)

9
1
7
8
4
11
2
10
5
6
3

MICH

9
2
11
10
5
7
6
4
1
3
8

411

The question of which set of
numbers is accurate and which set
the standard, is similar to asking,
"Is there life after death?" The true
numbers may actually depend on
what you believe to be true.
The advertising agencies see
Arbitron as reality. They are not
looking at Birch the same way, and
their half-blindness may be caused
by an unwillingness, rather than
an inability, to see.
Blair Radio research veteran Bob
Galen thinks, " With two different
techniques, you expect different
kinds of numbers. But going into
it, you know what the technique
biases are. Looking at Birch to
Birch, did you go up or down?"
22
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Former Arbitron Radio Vice President Bill McClenaghan warns,
"Don't ask which is reality. It's
true for the meter, it's true for the
diary, it's true for the telephone
-different methodologies produce
different numbers."
Then is Birch to predict the
Arbitron numbers or match them?
Some agencies have Birch in a
Catch- 22 over this. On one hand,
they are not interested in Birch if
the quarterlies merely were to duplicate Arbitron. On the other hand,
they cannot use Birch monthlies if
they do not provide an Arbitron
predictor.
And what of the systematic nature of the Arbitron-Birch disparities? Do the two reach age or
format groups differently? Tom
Birch claims, " We're trying to dispel the notion that telephone favors
young and diary favors old. That
simply isn't true. The differences
are formatic and tied to lifestyle.
For instance, we almost always
show ( older-skewing) talk stations
with higher shares than Arbitron.
And, frequently they will show
(young adult) urban contemporary
with higher shares than we do."
D'Arcy's Bill Benz is philosophic about the different methodologies and their resulting numbers. " Day-after ( recall, as Birch
uses) and diary method ( as Arbitron
uses) are simply going to produce
different numbers. It's like the
magazine readership controversy
- recent reading method versus
through- the-book. They produce
entirely different estimates of audience. But, that's two ways they
define readers."
A reassuring thought is that
when aradio station is losing it or
when one takes off, programmers
and listeners can tell without
numbers. Numbers are estimates
and " estimate" is the key word.
Compare Birch to Birch for growth
or loss and Arbitron to Arbitron for
the same trends. When it comes to
reality, both have their ups and
downs. - By Jim Smith

Most important change: the new
diary. Instructions are refined and
supplemented with illustrations to
help respondents keep better track
of listening. Each page contains reminders on how to fill out the diary. Each week's diary is adifferent
color.
The new diary considers two
fundamental changes in American
life: technologic and socioeconomic.
Other major changes:
•Arbitron will obtain data on
cable system interconnection
which may make a difference in
crediting listening to imported
signals.
•A new question is included
which asks respondents if they
work away from home, and if so,
how many hours aweek. This provides continually updated information on listening habits of
women working outside the home.
Persons working from their homes
will not qualify for inclusion.
•DST will be implemented in
those 20 or 25 markets with substantial Hispanic population.
•If language is aproblem, abilingual interviewer will complete
the interview. Arbitron will call
each household three times during
the week.
•Hispanic households will receive a $2 premium for each person in the household up to $ 18.
•Arbitron's new policy about
"station activity" (any mention of
the survey or reference to diaries)
will list those stations taking part
in it "below the line." The activity
will be noted in the market report.
• " Station distortion" ( an active
effort to confuse the issue, such as
apromotion requiring listeners to
record listening for aprize) could
result in de- listing.
Changes went into effect for
Spring, 1983 sweep — By Sam Paley
and Thom Moon. president and vice president of Custom Audience Consultants in
Landover, MD.

RESEARCH
pected life span. It's how well that
person lives, how much he or she
earns and how he or she spends
time and money that makes the
Buyers want youth, but some stations are trying to convince
adult 35-64 group the prime segthem that buying older is not the "same old story."
ment in the total marketplace
Adults 35-64 are the new growth the saleability of audiences over today. In particular, it's the awaremarket for U.S. marketers. They're 50. 50-64 was an impossible move ness that the 45-54 and 55-64 age
becoming fashionable. And in from 18-49, so it was changed to groups are so attractive that will
marketing, fashionability is where three 10-year age groups. That soon make this new group more
budgets are.
made 25-54 available as an alter- valuable than 25-54 for many
Back in the 1960's, when "demo- native to 25-49. Today it's prime products and services.
An incredible series of advances
graphic marketing" was getting its fashion.
start, 18-34 was the fashionable
But it takes more than ephemeral in medical care have been coupled
group. Spurred by awareness of the appeal and promotion to make a with aheightened interest in perdemographic bulge from the baby target group fashionable. There sonal health. Jogging has become a
boom, marketers made " 18-34" must be solid reasons to encourage morning habit for hundreds of
the answer to almost every target- emotional acceptance. And as our thousands. Health clubs flourish.
ing need.
population lives longer, the value Exercise and dance classes are a
key element to much adult education. Medical care may be more
AVERAGE LIFE EXPECTANCY
costly, but group health plans
make it more available. People
today have aconcern about fitness
that couldn't have been imagined
1920
30 years ago.
Forty was once considered mid1940
dle age. Today, people of 55 look,
1960
act and think like the 40-year-olds
of those early days. In fact, arecent
1970
study for Cadwell Davis Partners
1980
Advertising indicated that most
1990
adults regard themselves as about
15 years younger than their birth
certificates indicate.
This picture is far different from
AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOME
the one in many marketers' minds.
(By age of household head)
They see agreat target audience
for denture cleaners, laxatives and
arthritis remedies. But what's really
there is an ideal prospect group for
scores of discretionary purchases
and high- ticket items that are well
beyond the pocketbooks of most
people under 40.
Average household income, according to the latest U.S. Census
data, peaks for the 45-54 families.
And second highest is the top end
As the calendar moved and mar- of older demographics will rise. of our new target group—the 55-64's.
keters sought new worlds to invade,
Look at some of the facts. Life In fact, the total group 35-64 occu18-49 became the watchword. Mag- expectancy — the number of years a pies all three top income categories.
azines were born and died depend- person can reasonably expect to To exchange 55-64 ( at $ 27,319) for
ing on their appeal to that in-fash- live— has been rising at an amazing 25-34 at ($21,394) is apoor bargain
ion group. Television programming rate. As the chart shows, aperson where manyproducts are concemed.
was tailored to those demographics. in 1920 could expect to live to 54,
The 35-64 Committee of radio
And radio stations that delivered but today he can reasonably antici- industry executives tried to find
the fashionable group had the big pate reaching 74 — an increase of 20 out whether people in this age
revenues.
years. And 80, 90, even 100 years group justified their attention.
The first example of a media- old is not surprising.
The early conclusion was that 35discovered target group is 25-54. It
But the real story is far more 64 is such an attractive group for
was designed as away to improve than a40 percent increase in ex- many profit-minded marketers that

Older is Getting Better

k
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it must be examined carefully and
then promoted to agencies and
clients.
Many marketers apparently continue to subscribe to what one
agency researcher calls " the flat
earth theory of marketing." From
childhood on, people are studied,
measured and advertised to — until
they pass the magic age of 55. Then
they fall off the edge of the earth.
ADVERTISERS
NOW TARGETTING
OLDER DEMOGRAPHICS

Adults 35 +
German National Tourist Office
Pan American World Airways
Libby Lite
Adults 35-64
Stock Vermouth
Smith Barney Investment Firm
Government of India
Adults 50 +
Marine Midland Bank
Women 35 +
PAM
Bongrain Cheese
Men 35 +
Barrons Magazine
Merrill Lynch
Air Canada
Mercedes Benz

The goal is to extend the earth
by 10 years for now. More later.
It can significantly increase radio's
share of the total advertising pie.
Radio, with format- oriented
selectivity, is an ideal medium for
targeting 35-64. Beautiful music,
adult contemporary, news and
news/talk stations in particular
offer ahigh concentration of this
group.
Fashions change. And 35-64
looks like the next new fashion
in audience demographics.
-By Maude Webster
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Computerized
Arbitrons

Why Formats
Fade Away

From the ratings company that
brought you higher rates, now it's
anew way to get your money.

Some strong formats die while
others, such as Top 40, reemerge in mutated forms.

Arbitron's latest idea is to move
toward computerized ratings as a
replacement for printed books.
You don't need adegree in finance
to understand the savings for Arbriton. You also don't need acollege degree to understand that
radio will be paying Arbitron alot
more for this convenience.
Arbitron will start cutting down
on hard cover ratings and implement videotext readouts by the
end of 1983. It recently got out of
the monthly rating business, one
of the few areas it has never been
able to crack. The new monthly
ratings will dispose of Arbitron's
highly criticized " monthlies" by
giving ratings in rolling averages.
Ideally, computer readouts should
cut costs, since stations will pay
for only the Arbitron service that
they want. But program directors
who find keeping track of their ratings easier with this new service,
won't find it to be cheaper. Stations will have to buy not only
Arbitron software, but also Arbitron hardware. Since Arbitron is
owned by Control Data, a computer company, the advantages
appear to be many. Arbitron says
it's impossible for stations to use
existing hardware because of technical complications and language
problems.
The Advisory Board doesn't buy
it. It is an obvious attempt by
Arbitron to snag agreater market
share and remove even more of its
competition since it will be the
only ones able to operate the system. Advisory board president Ted
Dorf said Arbitron has not revealed
the cost of its system. " That's the
$64,000 question," Dorf said. It
will probably cost more than that.
The only certainty is that over a
period of years Arbitron will likely
replace the regular sweep books
with computerized ratings despite
what could be some vocal opposition.

The answer lies at the interface
of technology and advertising.
Ad agencies are having trouble
dealing with fragmentation. They
continue to keep their heads in the
sand, using the " cattle car" approach to media buying.
Networks may survive this way,
but this attitude, coupled with Arbitron's primitive ratings methodology ensures media timebuys
are made with a19th century mentality while radio formats move
into the 21st century. Technology
begins to create real problems.
Technology has already wrought
anumber of changes in radio:
The transistor made radio cheap
and portable. Teens had their own
radios, and Top 40 entered its
embryonic stage. Fragmentation
arrived.
Tape players became portable
and tightened music playlists on
FM. Listeners got exactly what
they wanted when they wanted it.
Then the micro-computer reared
its ugly head. Crosstabulation became inexpensive. Call- out research was done in-house. Callout
narrowed music lists. Oldies
burned out. Listeners crosstuned
among anumber of stations.
This resulted in a demand for
New Music. "Hot Hits", New Rock
and Country were born. These formats face burnout as competition
increases.
Technology is here again. Consider the Sony Watchman ;growth
of low-powered UHF ;high costs of
TV programming unless it's prerecorded rock video ; Music Television's impact.
"Commercial-free" call- out research may have set the scene for
lower teen erosion, sending them
to TV music formats. But this is
only maybe. It's not too late for
radio to do something about it.
—By John Parikhal. vice-president of Toronto-based Joint Communications Corporation.
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Finally, arock
station that even
has the critics
applauding.

Panpourri
new KF
e PLUG.. I've been listening to
1(1.04.5. FM) with growing wonder.
About two weeks
marmala
the

OG

de-heaven

agothe

station switched from
"easy
listening" or " elevator" music to rock.
Just what Bay Area radio n eeds, 1tliought, another
rock station. 104WK had just switched over to rock as
ew.x. (the Quake featuring a morning talk show

STUFF.
WE PLAY ' I' HE GOOD

hosted by Alex Bennett. KCBS-FNI had become tee
(the Rockerl less than a yeas ago. We were awash in

KF0G
FM 104.5

But KFOG, so far, has been the rock station I've
rock and roll.
dreamed about for years. Rather than pick a subsegment of rock, the station has been pçogramming
music from 3irni Hendrix to the newest of the Iies.v
'Wave. An hour's set can include Vanilla Fudge, Romeo
Void, Beatles, Who, Donovan, Police, the 'Fix, the Band,
Pete Townshend, the Doors and A 'Flock of Seagas.
The format seems to be alined at people who really
love rock music and have a sense of biston, about it,
spinning as it does from the late '6(16 to progressive new
material toe experimental for most commercial stations.
The effect is one of deep 3-D rather than the narrow
range of most rock radio. The listener is gratified and a
little challenged by amixture of old favorites (not oldies,
though)
and has
newintroduced
music.
KFOG
two particularly fine innovations: All new music is introduced as such, allowing
listeners to switch their mental antennae into listenanalyze mode. The problem with listening to familiar
music is the laziness it induces. KFOG feeds that cozy,
lazy feeling butwakes us up from time to tirne to le,arn
f
ovat
nd is the
something
new.the irst innion. The seco
That was
hiring of Brooke Jones,
erly music director of
K MEL, to work air-shifts. Jones
forrn
is myf
ite 130s-to-the
present D3. KFOG is the perfect place for her.
If you're a serious rock fan, 1nigbly reconunend
giving YJOG alisten. *

*
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Bill Mandel is the media critic for The San Francisco Examiner
Consulted by Burkhart/Abrams/Michaels/Douglas & Associates
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WASHINGTON

Jason Shrinsky Turns to Sports
Radio's well-liked lawyer gets into helping professional athletesfind
life after sports
Washington
attorney
Jason
Shrinsky is not getting out of
radio, he's just getting into
another field. Since deregulation
came to town, it's not such adumb
move.
Shrinsky's new business is called Professional Management Associates made up of eight counselors in tax laws, banking, insurance, pension, investments and
other specialties. They started a
year ago and help professional
athletes develop careers after their
sports days are through. The group
manages athletes' money, and gets
them involved in careers during
off-season as well.
Some of his famous clients include Frank Johnson of the
Washington Bullets basketball
team, San Diego Chargers linèman
Ernie Barnes, former Dallas Cowboys and Redskins tight end Jean
Fugget and others. Shrinsky's
quite asports buff. He's aspotter Jason Shrinsky
for NBC and CBS NFL football
telecasts. He's aformer jock, havthe broadcasting business. " There
ing played baseball and football at
are amyriad of fine communicathe University of Pittsburgh, so
tions lawyers. Why should anyone
his latest career endeavor seemleave their law firm or lawyer for
ingly makes sense.
representation by anyone else?"
Representing professional ath He represented San Juan Radio
letes is not a result of deregulaearly in his career, " They were my
tion,
according to Shrinsky.
real training ground." SIR was acThough he does admit that much
quiring FMs in the 1960's before
of the Washington bar will be afthe FM boom. " People thought
fected by it. " There isn't going to
they were crazy." Shrinsky obvibe that amount of work anymore.
ously learned some pointers in
It's achanging time. I'd never say
those early days. He claims that
there shouldn't be any regulation
70 percent of his time is spent on
at all, but alot of what has been
station acquisitions. Over half of
done away with is positive."
the stations he represents. are FMs.
Shrinsky believes he is singularly
Shrinsky is the senior partner in
responsible for getting rid of prothe
firm of Shrinsky, Weitzman &
gramming percentages.
Eisen, which boasts 275 radio staShrinsky is by no means getting tion clients. Some of his clients
out of radio law. He's one of the include Katz, Josephson Internamost visible Washington lawyers. tional and Metroplex. Some
Even program directors not usu- clients are not well-known in inally conversant with such things dustry circles. Others, like former
know his name.
client Heftel Broadcasting who
Shrinsky decided early on to Shrinsky represented for 10 years,
learn as much as he could about are famous.
26
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Shrinsky is modest about his
successes: " There are no important lawyers. Important clients
make lawyers important."
Shrinsky didn't always prosper.
His firm didn't always have 275
radio clients. In fact, at one point
in his career, Shrinsky didn't even
have ajob.
The Jason Shrinsky much of the
radio industry knows and loves
today reportedly withdrew from
the Chapman Radio and Television case in 1967. The reasons for
his withdrawal have never been
revealed, but it might possibly
have led to his departure from the
Putbrese and Fisher law firm.
Washington lawyers have been
hush-hush
on
the
matter.
Shrinsky won't comment on what
may have happened.
It's unthinkable for some to
realize that the wealthy, successful Shrinsky was out of work until
another Washington lawyer, Arthur Stambler, hired him. The
firm was known then as the Law
Firm of Arthur Stambler. Stambler
went on to make the ambitious
Shrinsky a partner. After all,
Shrinsky was supposedly bringing
in lots of new business.
What happened next was even
more unthinkable. Thirteen years
later, Stambler left his own law
firm. Stambler insists, " Ivoluntarily chose to go. There's no way I
could have been edged out. Ihad
achoice of staying. Ididn't wish
to have that kind of association. I
was offended by him because he
was aduplicitous kind of person.
Ireduced my number of headaches
and stomach problems."
Broker Norm Fisher explains it
like this. " When Jason and Stambler were together, Stambler was
atactician, the idea man. He knew
the rules of the Commission.
Jason got the clients. He was the
dealmaker. The firm started to expand. Jason said he was responsible for the business coming in and
he wasn't getting a fair shake.
Shrinsky put him ( Stambler) in a
very tenuous position. There was
a bitter dispute and they broke
toff." Fisher says the breakup
hasn't deterred his ability and that

1
IA

Shrinsky is " well-respected in the
industry."
Stambler, meanwhile, is now
with another Washington law
firm, Lovitt, Hennessey, Stambler
and Siebert.
Other Washington attorneys are
tight-lipped about Shrinsky. They
hesitate in general to talk about
one of their own just as doctors
sometimes do. But there appears
to be a healthy respect for
Shrinsky's talents. One lawyer
says, " Jason is well-liked, aman's
man, who can make you like him.
He brings in the clients."
Shrinsky's apparent ability to
secure clients is arecurring theme.
A Washington lawyer said, " Jason
likes high profile. He does not like
the practice of law. He would be
recognized as agood rainmaker—
he can find business where there
is none." This is not to say
Shrinsky is not agood lawyer, but
some Washington attorneys also
perceive him as being an excellent
businessman, too.
It's no secret that Jason Shrinsky
was behind the broadcasting success of Cecil Heftel. Former Heftel
manager and present owner of
WXKS-FM,
Boston,
Richard
Balsbaugh, says, " Shrinsky enabled Heftel to buy stations at very
good prices." Even Shrinsky himself takes the credit. " I'm responsible for Heftel's success with his
stations. Ispent 110 percent of my
time on Heftel business. Iran the
company without atitle. Iwas a
diplomat without portfolio, Heftel's alter-ego."
Shrinsky no longer represents
Heftel. Shrinsky says they rarely
speak to one another. This
breakup was not an overnight happening and seemingly was not
amicable. Heftel allegedly owes
Shrinsky money. Some insiders
say it is as much as $ 150,000.
Shrinsky denies the amount, but
doesn't deny that " Heftel Broadcasting owes the law firm money."
Heftel was unavailable for comment.
Heftel stations were reportedly
losing money except for WXKS.
Balsbaugh had been promised that
he could buy the station, but Heftel supposedly wanted to sell

WLUP-FM, Chicago which was
losing money, and keep the Boston
moneymaker.
Balsbaugh says he and the staff
had threatened to go elsewhere in
the Boston market if Heftel didn't
sell. Balsbaugh claims Heftel said
he would sell Boston to Balsbaugh
if Balsbaugh took over the rest of
the company and turned it around.
Balsbaugh didn't want to be president of Heftel Broadcasting. He
wanted to own WXKS. With the
banks pressuring Heftel, Shrinsky
became involved in the negotiations with Balsbaugh and the deal
was
done.
Balsbaugh
said,
"Shrinsky put Heftel's thinking in
perspective."
Balsbaugh said, " Iwanted from
day one to have Shrinsky involved,
but he declined. He felt it was a
conflict. When the deal closed
Heftel blamed Shrinsky for not
representing
him
properly.
Shrinsky did all the work and
wasn't paid. He made Heftel alot
of money and wasn't rewarded.
Heftel's brilliant, but he's not a
broadcaster." Heftel declined to
make himself available for comment.
Whether Shrinsky left Heftel or
Heftel fired him is irrelevant.
Shrinsky stayed out as Heftel's
attorney during the final stages of
the WXKS deal. When he left the
company, Shrinsky bought into
WXKS to become a part-owner.
This took place after Heftel had
negotiated
the
deal
with
Balsbaugh. Things worked out
well for Heftel. He got $ 14.5 million for the station that he originally bought for $4million.
Shrinsky says their break-up
had to do with a " difference in
philosophy. I'm more people
oriented than the congressman."
Shrinsky gets defensive talking
about Cecil Heftel. " There was
life before Heftel, during Heftel
and after Heftel."
Life after Heftel will certainly
continue to include radio. Although Shrinsky's law firm is tiny,
his client list is not. Even with
deregulation, Shrinsky's business
is promising.
On and off the field. By Cecilia
Capuzzi and Jerry Del Calm°.
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FCC's New
Minority Rules
They encourage minority
ownership of radio stations.
There are three ways to enter the
broadcast industry: purchase an
existing facility ; challenge a license renewal ; acquire an unused
frequency.
Minorities have had difficulty
arranging financing. They were not
'routinely exposed to information
about attractive properties.
They constitute 20 percent of the
U.S. population, but they control
fewer than 1 percent of existing
commercial radio and television
stations.
Since that policy, the FCC has
enacted regulation encouraging
minority ownership. Minorities
interested in station or group ownership should be aware of these
changes and regulations:
•A tax certificate is now available to stations that sell to aparty
with significant minority interest.
This certificate permits adeferral
of capital gains taxation on asale.
•Enhancement credits are en'titled to applicants with minorities
participating in the station's operation. If there is significant minority ownership, the FCC expedites
the application process.
•Proposals are now being considered which could entitle applicants to tax certificates and distress
sales. In a limited partnership
where aminority owns more than
20 percent station interest, there
is sufficient minority involvement
to justify the tax certificate and
distress sale policies.
•Establishment of The Office of
Public Affairs for Minority Enterprises to coordinate with the FCC's
Office of Consumer Assistance.
Financing is now more readily
available to minorities through
the Small Business Administration,
the Minority Enterprise Small
Business Investment Company
(MESBIC), other government
agencies, and the broadcast industry. — By Robert Olender. managing
partner of Bara ft. Koerner. Olender &
Hochberg, a Washington, D.C.-based
communications law firm.
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When it comes to radio
programming leadership,
some say
we wrote the script.
FairWest

BURNS/SOMERSET

eGontimmus

%country
format is patterned after Fairbanks'

The " Burns/Somerset Continuous
Country" format created by Joe

immensely successful KVIL in Dallas.

Somerset, consultant to Capital Cities

Under the guidance of George Johns,
formerly Vice- President of

Broadcasting and programmed by
George Burns of The Burns Media
Group, introduces modern radio

FairVVest's Adult Contemporary

Programming for Fairbanks
Broadcasting, this consultancy blends
precisely researched music
(programmed by computer),
personality selection and
development, and heavy emphasis on
powerful promotions.
The FairWest Adult Contemporary
Consultancy now airing on

techniques to country music on FM.
The Continuous Country Consultancy
includes modern country hits,
thoroughly researched and
programmed by computer,
de-emphasizing personality and
on-air promotion.

KVIL, Dallas • WRMF, West Palm

The Burns/Somerset Continuous
Country Consultancy is heard on

Beach • KRBE, Houston

KILT, Houston • KAER, Sacramento

KLSI, Kansas City . KLLS, San
Antonio
KZBS, Oklahoma City
WMAG, Greensboro
WWDE,

KZAN, Salt Lake

Norfolk

KALL, Salt Lake

WCLZ, Portland

Jacksonville

THE LAS VEGAS HILTON EAST TOWER
SUITE 2865

KFMS, Las Vegas

KNFM, Midland/Odessa
WAVC, Duluth
WPCM,
Raleigh/Durham

FairWest
VISIT THE FAIRWEST HOSPITALITY SUITE AT THE NAB

WCRJ,

3341 Towerwood Drive, Suite 204
Dallas, Texas 75234
(214) 243-7800

PROGRAMMING
the basics is part of its success.
Album rock programmer Bob
Hattrik is another " commercial"
Some say it never went away,
PD. His so-called "fusion rock" is
the program directors just
a mainstream format which had
disappeared
until recently included a heavy
concentration of album rock oldies.
Playing the hits over and over Now that new music is emerging,
has been radio's way of staying the format will no doubt include
popular with radio audiences that fewer oldies and more, tested curseek the familiar. Over the years,
rent records. But even album rock
so-called Top 40 has become Top programmers know that the tried
30. Then Top 20. The tried and and true Top 40 principles such as
true principles ( uptempo djs, jing"keep the playlist short and familles, basics) have been variations of iar" applies to them as well.
atheme.
The latest information on audiNow, since Mike Joseph inence preferences shows that they
vented " Hot Hits," the industry is
tend to gravitate to the familiar.
trying to figure out what hapFamiliar music almost always
pened. Joseph has programmed
tests more positively than new
more stations individually ( many
music. Bum-out in the listeners'
of them more than once) than any
mind is monitored closely by proother consultant. There have been
gram directors who are amazed at
rip-offs and variations of his " Hot
how much tolerance the audience
Hits," but few work the way
has for songs that they should be
Joseph's does.
sick of hearing.
CBS-FM is moving to seize the
Top 40 positions in St. Louis on
KMOX-FM. It used Joseph's " Hot
Hits" format on WCAU-FM,
Philadelphia and then WBBM-FM,
Chicago. CBS tampered with the
format in Philadelphia after several months. In Chicago, CBS
undid Joseph's format before he
left the station. They did such
drastic things as dropping " Hot
Hits" as a slogan and renaming
the station " B-96". Both Philadelphia and Chicago have shown ratings declines. Tampering with the
format loosened the original structure.
Strict adherence to aformat is
Mike Joseph
not aprerequisite for ratings sucThe secret of " Hot Hits" is in cess as long as there is not alot of
the very thing that repels program- competition. But, as soon as commers and managers—strict adher- petition gets tight, it is smarter for
ence to basics. Joseph is astickler a station to have awell-defined,
about it. Most programmers grow almost predictable position in the
tired of sameness. They order new listener's mind. To do this, technijingles when they think old ones cians such as Joseph think out evare getting stale. They almost al- erything to the " Nth" degree.
ways loosen up on Top 40 djs who
Joseph goes so far as to designate
never quite become 'personalities' which jingles will run in what
and certainly are not the tight- order on his stations. The " Hot
Hits" format is a show-business
mouthed djs they were hired to be,
Lee Abrams discovered in oriented presentation. Joseph inalbum rock that using the princi- sists on every detail being just the
ples of Top 40 works in his way he designed it.
"Superstars" format. Sticking to
The resurgence of Top 40 is not

Top 40 Returns

a surprise. The format has been
around in one form or another for
along time. When the Drake format declined, program directors
actually redesigned mass appeal
radio in so many different ways
that station general managers
were more confused than the audience.
Now with Top 40 or Top 30
returning to favor with radio
executives, the most important
lesson learned is respect for strict
adherence to format. With Top 40,
predictability is preferred.

MTV Menace
TV's 24-hour rock concert is
intimidating album rock
programmers.
The biggest threat to album rock
is not another radio station playing less commercials. It's Warner
Amex's successful Music Television ( MTV).
Album rock has enough other
problems: fickle audiences, overzealous consultants, and alack of
direction. They are all putting the
'70s most promising format in a
compromising position. One of
the compromises is playing more
new music. New music has traditionally constituted the biggest
risk to familiar-conscious audiences. But, album rock programmers insist this is the way to inject
new life into the format.
Music Television's compromise
is that it is limited by the quality
and quantity of video segments it
can play. It is plagued by the burnout potential of seeing Toni Basil
not only sing " Mickey," but do it
in living color. Nonetheless, MTV
is one of the few promising things
in the financially-plagued cable
TV industry.
Some album rock stations are
trying to tie in with local cable
companies to become associated
with MTV programming. It's not
unusual to see radio station commercials on local cable break-ins.
Album rock stations are gladly
supplying personalities for bits between MTV segments. Some stations are offering airwaves for
RADIO ONLY/APRIL 1983
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simulcast concerts although MTV
broadcasts in stereo to cable
homes willing to spring for the
hook-up.
Radio critics say joining the
MTV revolution will sell out
radio. More pragmatic radio
executives insist that album rock
with pictures is better than album
rock radio without. They seem
willing to do anything they can
to " get the picture," short of becoming a television station.
It's alosing battle when stations
try to be what they were never
meant to be. With Sony Watchman handheld TV's available, it's
not unreasonable to think tomorrow's album rockers will not only
be holding transistor radios up to
their ears, but up to their eyes.M

Troubled
Consultants
Now they are beginning
to leave their clients flat

likes best—research. And, perhaps
Casey will help other ABC-owned
stations, if they ask for it.
The big " Client Grab" began
prior to Casey's decision to join
WLS. Casey was trying frantically
to hold on despite the fact that he
was offered an arrangement with
Bobby Hattrik.
Sebastian has no money problems. His hot shot to the top left
him with money and investments.
He was never one to be purely
money motivated. He has the luxury of developing anew 25 + format which is likely to be ahybrid
of some type of album rock.
His critics say Sebastian is too
rigid to survive in the competitive
marketplace. Some even say the
resurgence of Top 40 helped convince him that album rock was in
big trouble. Sebastian wanted to
get out before it was too late.
Album rock consultants have a
reputation for being sharks when
it comes to competition.
The radio industry has begrudgingly turned to consultants in the
past ten years to help it, or at least
hold its hand. Usually consultants
begin their ultimate demise when
they get dumped by a station.
Sebastian for the first time reversed that trend. He walked away
from his client stations.
Management's ultimate concern is whether it can not only put
its faith in what aconsultant tells
it, but whether the consultant will
stay the course long enough to
make the difference.:::

For years, the radio consulting
business has been plagued by the
image of the out of work program
director or general manager looking for employment. Most of
whom never find it. Now it appears that the consulting industry
might be in trouble again, but this
time because of apossible breach
of faith.
Album rock consultant John
Sebastian shocked the industry,
not to mention his clients recently
when he decided to call it quits.
LONGEST RUNNING
He did so after just two successful
CONSULTANTS
I
I
years in business. Apparently
Number of years
money was not even a factor.
as aconsultant
Sebastian pulled out of Sebastian/
25
Mike Joseph
Casey Associates and left it all to
13
George Burns
partner Steve Casey.
10
Burkhart/Abrams
Casey tried to keep the consulBob
Henabery
9
tancy together. He saved WLUP,
8
Todd Wallace
Chicago and WQFM, Milwaukee.
4
E.
Alvin
Davis
He might have saved afew more,
31
2
/
but researcher Casey apparently Jeff Pollack
did not have the Sebastian John Lund
3
charisma. So, when WLS AM/FM,
3
Sherwood & Hennes
Chicago General Manager John John Sebastian
2
Gehron offered him a newly- Bob Hattrik
created operations position, Casey
2/
Rick Carroll
grabbed it. He'll be doing what he

1
3
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Lee Abrams
Burkhart' s Superstar consultant
comments on album rock's problems.
What's wrong with album rock?
Album rock was always on the
leading edge of new music. There
was alack of new music from 1978
until about a year ago. We relied
on oldies and lost the new music
edge. It was boring.
PDs are getting old and losing
their natural instincts. Ten years
ago, PDs were 20-years-old, hanging out with friends, right in with
their audience. Now they're out of
touch and caught up in trade
sheets. They're hesitant to play
new artists.
Why are album rock listeners so
fickle?
Album rock formats are too
standardized. Listeners change the
dial to hear abetter song. They are
mood listeners. They want abreak.
If they want to hear Stray Cats they
have to switch to "Hot Hits."
Is modal album rock dead?
"Modal" is picking aspot on the
musical spectrum where lots of
people's tastes exist, and going after
them. It's purity within your
position.
Modal album rock is dead. It was
agood two-year phenomenon. Five
years later, the audience that liked
that gut-wrenching rock n' roll is
grown-up.
Where does new music come from?
England inspires it all. Even
American groups who make it have
English sounds. Major movements
take about three years to develop.
The Beatles took off in 1962 in
England, but didn't catch on until
1964 in America. Three years ago,
The Clash couldn't even play their
instruments.
What if new music isn't the
solution?
We don't bother ourselves with
options. It's so obvious. Songs have
become hits and we're not playing
them. Getting away from album
rock's original concept is what
hurt. We need new cuts, exciting
jocks that are into the music.
—By Cecilia Capuzzi

GE

THE

Fall '82

5.8

Spring 82

WFLY-Albany
#1 18-49
In just six months, Drake-Chenault Consultant Bob Laurence, WFLY P.D. Chuck
Taylor and the staff of WFLY doubled the audience and captured the coveted #1
18-49 position in Albany. WFLY is an Adult Contemporary station using DrakeChenault'scustom consulting service Playlist Plus.
Playlist Plus is custom designed music control — music individually programmed
for your market plus program consulting from the Drake-Chenault team.
Drake-Chenault has specialists in Adult Contemporary, MOR, Country, Black and
Top 40.
You know us as the leaders in syndicated formats. Now remember us as the team
to call when you need music control and consulting for your all cart station.
Playlist Plus takes the old card control system into the computer age.

Call us Toll Free 800-423-5084

Bill Drake, Gene Chenault, Co- Chairmen
James Kefford, President • Denny Adkins, Senior Vice President
Bob Kingsley, Jay Albright, Country Consultants
Bob Laurence, Mike Kinosian, Frank Proctor, Contemporary Consultants
P.O. BOX 1629E8399 TOPANGA CANYON BLVD., CANOGA PARK, CALIFORNIA 91304 ( 213)883-7400E71(800)423-5084

How to profit
in the coming recovery.
As the economy turns, the
race for returning customers will
go to the swift. And you'll hear
about these companies on the
swiftest medium, radio.
With radio they can create
new commercials in hours, not days.
At acost that won't wipe out the
budget.
With radio they target their
best prospects with afrequency

they can afford, even after all these
months of tough times. And that
strong frequency can encourage
consumers back into a "spending"
frame of mind.
If you'd like to start your sales
moving upward, just call Radio
Advertising Bureau at (212)
599-6666.
Remember. The early bird
catches the customer.

Red hot because it works.

MANAGEMENT
60 SECOND SEMINAR

RAB Searches for aNew President Convention Tips
Korn Ferry is hired to scout for Miles David's replacement and
avoid the embarrassing mistakes NAB made over Eddie Fritts.

RAB Vice-President/CEO Miles David

The Radio Advertising Bureau
has been searching for a replacement for Miles David. David was
elevated to anewly-created chairman role and is on a long term
multi-year contract.
The RAB Board wants to make
sure it doesn't make the same mistakes the NAB made when it
sought to replace President
Vincent Wasilewski. The politicking that resulted dirtied that welcome mat for successor Eddie Fritts
who, insiders say, deserved better.
RAB Board hired top management headhunter Korn Ferry to
scan the country for David's successor. The job pays up to $ 175,000
per year plus perks. Nonbroadcast types have been ruled
out. Small market radio executives probably don't have much of
a chance since "big" dominates
RAB's power base.
Insiders say Korn Ferry has approached some big name radio executives about the job. That seems
inconsistent with what could work
in anewly-structured RAB which
still retains David as apower figure. Some has-beens have pitched
the job, but RAB is staying away
from them.
Whoever is chosen will likely
have his hands full. ( He is also not
likely to be awoman in this male-

dominated RAB). There really isn't
any reason to replace David, promote him on ahigh salary and hire
another big buck executive.
David has for years been the RAB,
and while some critics blame him
for letting the finances get out of
control, he was still in power when
RAB cracked down on duespaying violations. Today, RAB's finances are in excellent shape and
watched by accountant, Bill
Shriffman.
The problem is that David was
done in politically by Stuart
Broadcasting's Dick Chapin and
Taft's Carl Wagner. Insiders say
these two RAB member executives campaigned for David's demise. But they are outsiders who
run other businesses. David remains at RAB. He hired the staff.
He pioneered the company. He is
an old pro who knows his way
around and has the ability to keep
the new president on his toes.
In the new structure, the president is to answer to Chairman
David. But any newcomer unwilling to cooperate with his chairman
may have to wrestle the power
away from David's hand. That
won't be easy. The only type of
successor who can work harmoniously with David is one who
understands his place in the RAB—
second to David.
Which brings up the question of
why RAB is looking for anew president when they have just promoted the one they have. No matter
what David's new title is, they
will have him for years to come.
RAB board members are aselect,
powerful group sometimes given
to high stakes politicking in nonthreatening situations. By necessity they must tend to business
back at their radio groups. This fact
strengthens the hand of David.
While board members are tending
to radio business, only David is
devoting full attention to RAB. A
fact that may keep David as head
of RAB until he chooses to retire,
no matter who is named president.

To make them worth the money,
precise planning is required.
It's uneconomical and impractical to attend every radio industry
convention, so it is important to
prioritize each and choose the ones
that best answer your needs.
Here's how:
•Define these needs. Then examine the conventions. Each specializes in a different area. The
NAB Spring convention in Las Vegas is useful for groups interested
in engineering aspects of radio. The
RAB conference in Dallas focuses
on sales. The Summer NAB programming conference is designed
to meet program director's needs.
•Examine the practical aspects
while planning. What costs will
you incur? What, if any, promotions should you consider? Should
you plan aspecial event, such as
acocktail party, to bring together
people you would like to meet?
What, specifically, do you hope to
accomplish at the convention? Do
you need exhibition hall space?
•Watch your costs. Conventionattending is expensive. Decide who
should attend after defining the
specific on-site functions you need
filled. You may find that you don't
need to bring as many people as
you thought.
•Communicate with associations and individuals attending the
convention before you get there.
If there are specific people you'd
like to meet, give them a call
before and arrange a time. This
is done too infrequently. Most
meetings are by chance. Get apreregistration list. It will help you
to determine who you want to
meet or speak with.
•Get alist of the arranged activities before you go. There may
be specific seminars or workshops
from which you, or your people,
could benefit.
Caution: Choose conventions
that best typify your needs. Before
you leave, double check reservations, registrations and appointments. — By Jim West, vice-president
and general manager of Fair West Studios in Dallas.
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SALES
New Sales Test
It screens applicants, but can it
pick the right person?
A new " screener test" offered by
Princeton, NJ-based Princeton Research Institute for Motivation
Evaluation ( PRIME) is designed to
be given to people not already working in radio sales.
The test defines traits necessary
for successful radio sales: desire to
persuade and conquer, the need for
direct contact with people, resiliency, persistence and organization.
Its
inventors
believe
the
"screener test" saves radio stations
time and money because it allows
sales managers to interview only
those candidates with the highest
potential.
The question is, does any test
take into consideration the variety
of managerial structures prevalent
at the nation's 8100 radio stations. The test could possibly eliminate some promising radio sales
candidates.
Radio
Advertising
Bureau's Senior Vice President Joe
Vincent thinks, " Something is
needed. The turnover with first year
sales people is dramatic. The
number one question we get at RAB
is how to better recruit sales
people."
Florida radio executive Carl
Como tried the " screener test" at
WNFY, Daytona Beach. Como believes the test " truly reflects aperson's personality." In October,
three people were hired as sales
people at WNFY. All three have
since departed. One went to
another station, one left the business entirely and the one who pulled the highest score went back to
school.
Como says he would never think
of giving the test to his present nine
member staff for fear that he might
form prejudices based on results.
The " screener test" costs $45 per
person. It might screen the right
people for aradio sales job, but it
could be that radio sales jobs are
not right for the people it screens.
No test has yet been devised for
that. — By Cecilia Capuzzi
34
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CoopConsultants Selling Big"How-to" co-op training digs up
Budget Business
new business

A national co-op consulting service will be launched by the Jefferson Group in May to help radio
nab the $6billion in co-op money
ayear that's passing them by.
Jefferson Group head Charles
Pittman, who developed the co-op
plan as an account executive, was
so successful in developing new
business for parent group Jefferson
Pilot's Charlotte North Carolina
properties ($ 1.15 million last
year), that he's extending his
know-how to radio stations across
the country.
Pittman claims Jefferson Pilot
is the only broadcast company
with a separate retail marketing
division and that the Jefferson
Group is the only " how-to" radio
co-op group in the country.
"Co-op has made no headway in
30 years," says Pittman. Thirty
percent of radio's annual revenue
now comes from co-op with little
station effort. With the right expertise, Pittman thinks radio coop business could be increased to
60 or 70 percent.
Jefferson Group provides trained
co-op consultants who work with
station sales managers at the station or by phone. There are three
different levels of service ranging
in price from $400 to $2,000. Seminars and a " pool of co-op information" are available at their North
Carolina base.
Structuring is co-op's biggest
problem. " Management doesn't
spend time or money on co-op.
They put inexperienced people in
there and expect immediate return."
Manufacturers stay away from
radio co-op because of documentation problems. " Documentation
is easy for newspapers. You can
just rip the ad out of the paper and
send it to the manufacturer." But
there's alot of paperwork involved
with documenting ads that run
over the air. One station Pittman
consulted spent 40 days on invoicing procedures. Pittman knocked
it down to 3days. -By Cecilia Capuzzi

It takes superior marketing of
the numbers you have.
Find out an advertiser's needs
and create a plan for using your
station to fit those needs.
An advertiser will tell you virtually anything about his business
strategy if you approach him or her
in the right way. "Consultant Sell!"
is aseries of questions that point
you to a successful sale, bigger
budgets, and along-term relationship. You become accepted as an
advisor. Here's how to make Consultant Sell work:
•Talk to customers and store
clerks.0 heck the shelves, the way
the store looks. You can learn alot
before you ask the first question.
•Don't send a salesperson out
cold. Go over questions at sales
meetings. Use role playing. Position salespeople as consultants.
•See the advertiser directly. It
may cause ripples with the agency
but your thrust is to work directly
with the person who benefits
most—the advertiser. An agency
won't generally know all the information required in the Consultant Sell interview so you have to
go to the client.
•Tape the interview. It's professional and it provides an accurate
record of the conversation. Clear
it with clients first. It may make
them nervous.
um Let the retailer set the pace.
•Emphasize that Consultant
Sell is a fact-gathering interview.
Analyze findings, form aproposal,
then go back for the close.
•Use Consultant Sell as areason
for repeat calls on all prospects. Ask
for a firm date to return, at least
five days away, when the interview
is complete.
•Sell with ideas. Discuss the
client's marketing situation and
problems.
The Consultant Sell makes the
salesperson a "Retail Advocate"
rather than a "Retail Adversary."
—By Miles David, vice-chairman/CEO of
the Radio Advertising Bureau.

WHEN YOUR RATINGS
ARE DOWN
WE KEEP YOUR
SALES UP
A big drop in ratings is the nightmare
of every station manager. It's also the acid test
for every rep firm.
Anybody can sell top rated stations.
But not everybody can do what must
be done when your ratings are down sharply.
Schedules must be saved. Rates must
be maintained. And agencies must be resold.
That's when Masla Radio is at its
fighting best.
We buy you the extra time to get your
station back on its feet.
That's why Masla Radio means more
business for major stations in key national and
regional markets.

MASLA RADIO
We'll never be too big not to be hungry.

BUSINESS
National Business is Up
After the worst year in 20 in 1982, eternally optimistic reps are
hopeful that 1983 will finish as well as it started.
The economy was the rep industry's biggest problem in 1982. National sales finished only 7percent
ahead of 1981, with 16 percent projected growth. National spot sales
were especially low in markets
deeply hit by the recession. Los
Angeles was down 7 percent.
Northeast and Midwest markets
were soft. When advertisers reached
way down, they went to television.
1982 actually finished behind
1981 when inflation and rate increases are taken into consideration.
Now, the national economy is
looking up. Reps are reporting
some promising statistics.
Torbet Radio has booked 34 percent more business so far in 1983
than they did at the same time last
year. March billings increased 120
percent.
McGavren Guild is 24 percent
ahead of 1982's fourth quarter.
Last year they had atotal of $2.5
million in renewals. By February
1983, they had booked $ 1.5 million.
.
Jack Masla sees apossibility of
14 or 15 percent in real growth for
1983 if the U.S. pulls out of the
recession.
Stabilized TV inventory is also a
good sign. And the New York market, usually an indicator of how

the rest of the country will perform, is healthy.
Excess television inventory was
an indirect result of the economy.
Ken Swetz's theory is that seven
categories make up 75 percent of
radio's — and television's — ad volume: airlines, auto ( and accessories), fast food, retail, finance,
beverage and entertainment. All of
these, except beverage, were hit
hard by the 1982 recession. They
pulled back local advertising on
radio and television, which freed
up local TV inventory for national
sales, and national advertisers
went to television. Swetz doesn't
think there was a problem with
radio. Advertisers just had other
places to go.
Ad agencies have been playing it
safe because ad dollars are precious. They can't afford to make
mistakes. They won't do anything
that they could get ridiculed for —
and radio, still, is high- risk. Agencies can make more money in less
time buying television or other
media. Chuck Hillier of Hillier,
Newmark, Wechsler and Howard
says: " Ad agencies are in adown
economy and looking for away to
turn an easy buck."
But the 1982 economy may have

given reps an excuse to ignore
some basic industry problems.
Creativity is one of them.
Agencies don't have much
imagination when it comes to producing, or selling, radio. Torbet
Radio President Alan Torbet calls
it alack of " radio consciousness."
"We've had situations where
clients want radio and the agency
people don't know how to create
on radio."
Torbet is going into smaller
towns, where advertisers use more
radio, and tapping local agencies
for ideas. " There are some beautiful ads done by local agencies."
He's showing them to national
agencies.
National spot sales have not
grown significantly in 20 years.
Ralph Guild blames it on old-fashion representation. " I'm going to
force them to buy my station
whether they like it or not" attitudes. Guild thinks reps should
take amarketing approach to selling radio. Call directly on advertisers instead of agencies. Discuss
their problems and needs. And
then develop astrategy. With $2.5
billion booked in new business,
Guild thinks it's working. ( He
doesn't say how much of that billing is from mergers and new station acquisitions.)
Direct selling is aproblem that
still plagues the rep business. Jack
Masla estimates that aminimum
of 10 percent of total national ad

TOTAL NATIONAL SPOT SALES
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First nine months of 1982—$622.6 million ( Radio Expenditure Report)
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sales revenue is by-passing the
reps. $630 million in national
sales was reported by reps in 1982.
"A minimum of $ 75 to $ 100 million of that - that doesn't even
appear in the $630 million - could
have gone directly to the reps. Direct buying is the cancer of radio's
national business. It's the J. Walter
Thompsons that insist on going
direct. It's part of their pitch, 'We
can do it cheaper than the reps.'
They wouldn't think of doing that
to TV. They think we're second
class."
Attrition is also high. Thirty
percent of 1982's ads did not run in
1983. A result, according to Chuck
Hillier, of radio's lousy job of developing new business. " For 102
years we've been hearing 'Radio
will benefit because people can't
afford TV! Well guess what? TV
gets theirs."
Radio's performance doesn't
have to depend on how well the
U.S. economy does. There are
ways to keep revenues up.
Ralph Guild's idea: Reps need
"intropreneurs." People within
large companies who are willing to
take risks. " As a company gets
older and bigger, there's a tendency for hardening of the arteries
to set in. They don't want the company to change. If let alone, people
will continue to walk a straight
line-until they drop over dead."
And, have aplan that's ready to
go. " You'd have to have been deaf,
dumb and blind in 1981 not to
know 1982 would be abad year."
Going after line network dollars
is another McGavren Guild tactic
for increased revenues. It has a
built - in selling feature for broadcasters: they can make more money
through reps than through networks. Sometimes as much as 70
percent more.
New business development,
though not acure-all, is probably
the most important consideration.
It could add 3 to 7percent to national sales. That may not seem
like alot, but compared to other
businesses, it could mean amajor
victory for reps.
It's either that, or risking
another 20 years of more of the
same. - By Cecilia Capuzzi

Rep Rumblings
Rep rumors can be vicious, but
insiders think CBS will one day
merge its AM and FM reps.
The best way to see anger in the
CBS eye is to ask its radio executives whether it plans to merge its
FM reps with CBS-AM Sales.
Their answer is predictably no.
But stubborn talk on rep row indicates
that
they
have
the
framework for such a merger
should they choose to exercise it.
Most reps today are just happy
enough to get and retain profitable
radio stations. The only time arep
wants to get rid of aclient station
is if he or she can get abetter one
in the same market. Sometimes
they are forced into accepting a
group's underperformers to get the
achievers. Otherwise, reps want
stations for as long as they can
keep them.
CBS-FM Sales reportedly has 6month " get out" clauses in its contracts with the non-owned radio
stations they represent. It doesn't
in itself follow that the clause
means CBS- FM wants out, but it
is language that is unusual in arep
agreement these days.
Any move to merge CBS Sales
with the FM Sales rep would seemingly make sense. CBS-FM attracts
non-owned stations by their liberal
payment benefits. The rep pays
client stations almost instantly for
spots run. Competitors say it puts
CBS in the finance business until
it collects the original money. That
policy may have been attractive in
William Paley's day, but when CBS
head Tom Wyman gets around to
scrutinizing this policy, finance
may not be the business he wants
CBS to be in.
Consolidating AM and FM
would mean a reduction in the
high cost of being arep today. CBS
could have the option of just repping its largely profitable AM
group with the double benefit of
repping FM as well.
Don't expect CBS to admit to it,
but don't be surprised either if
such a merger takes place sometime in the future. m

1983 VVay to
Keep More Profit
Voluntary Employee Benefit Associations let you keep more.
Radio broadcasters move
through the corporate year with
conflicting strategies for increasing profits and minimizing taxes.
One way is establishing qualified retirement plans. Since the
1982 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act ( TEFRA), sheltering taxable dollars was altered.
The law eliminates nearly all
the differences between corporate
and non-corporate plans and imposes new rules on " top-heavy"plans.
New " top heavy" plans are
those in which more than 60 percent of the accrued benefits are provided for key employees. They require rapid investing and the provision of minimum non-integrated benefits or contributions for
non- key employees.
This tax law change restricts
benefits set aside for key employees and owner employees in pension and profit-sharing plans.
Voluntary Employee Benefit Associations ( VEBAs) are organizations exempt from income tax
which provides for payment of
benefits to members.
•VEBAs allow broadcasters to
fund employee benefits on a tax
advantage basis with resulting
lower tax costs.
•Death benefit VEBAs allow a
business to obtain insurance provided by a trust in which it can
deduct, for income taxes, advance
deposits and accumulate funds exempt from taxation.
•VEBAs are subject to antidiscrimination rules. Participants
share in an employment- related
plan, permitting alimited number
of members who are not actual
employees.
Participation restrictions such as
age (25 to 64 eligibility), years of.
service to the company, union activity, and geogaphics might be a
problem. — By Stanley Neimark, man aging partner of Chicago- based Kupferberg, Goldberg & Neimark, Certified Public Accountants.
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See Continental
AM Cy FM transmitters
at the '83 NAB Show
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completely transparent
Thoroughly field- proven
Easy to maintain
Cost-effective to operate
Superior performance
Full line of AM & FM
transmitters, 1to 50 kW
• Compatible with AM Stereo

1KW AM

5KW AM

Continental offers broadcasters acomplete line of AM and
FM radio broadcast transmitters from 1,000 watts to 50,000
watts; plus combiners, diplexers, phasing, coupling and
antenna systems and related rf equipment.
See us at the '83 NAB Show, Booth 101, or call your local
Continental sales representative whenever you need
information or service on any of our products.
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.
PO Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227
(214) 381-7161 © 1983 Continental Electronics/5223

10 KW AM

1/2.5 KW FM

10 KW FM

Northeast
Keith A. Leach
(201) 383-8797

Southeast
Midwest
John Hutson
John D. Abdnour
(704) 687-1016 ( 815) 672-8585

20/25 KW FM

Dave Hultsman
Jim Littlejohn
(205) 822-1078 ( 612) 479-2633
Barry Ariaz
(615) 822-0256

Southwest
Steve H. Schott
(214) 423-3644

50 KW AM

40/50 KW FM

Northwest
Tom T Cauthers
(503) 254-2818

West
Steve Keating
(213) 851-6380
Ken Perkins
(214) 381-7161
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Regional/State Nets Go Satellite

Audio Processing

Several are already on-air while others save by sharing uplinks

Most radio station audio is underor over-processed

An increasing number of regional
and state networks are now in the
process of installing satellite equipment they hope will not only bring
them space age technology, but
space age savings.
Currently, Texas State Network,
Capital Radio Network, Missouri
Radio Network, Louisiana Network, and Mississippi Network are
beginning satellite dish installation
programs, or are already on-air. All
of them use multiple channels for
different program services. Stereo
distribution is also possible by
using two satellite channels.
A growing trend of sharing uplinks to save money is evident, also.
The Virginia and North Carolina
Networks
share
uplinks
in
Richmond
and
Raleigh.
The
Louisiana and Mississippi Networks share uplink facilities in
Baton Rouge and Jackson.
Purchasing Single Channel Per
Carrier ( SCPC) time on the same
satellite can allow time sharing.
Several state networks have service
on Westar III, transponder 2.
Channel sharing is also possible.
Significant developments in the
last year have allowed anew class
of network to use the " new
technologies. ' Today, regional and

...s.s.<

,

state networks can cash in on stateof-the-air technology.
Low-powered SCPC systems
were used for years by commercial
satellite users transmitting data
coast- to-coast. In this system,
many discrete channels are placed
on asingle transponder. Many national networks and wire services
have been using this satellite structure.
When lower-powered SCPC system is applied to radio and new
equipment is designed, regional or
state transmissions are then possible.
A satellite network has three
necessary functional steps. First,
the signal must be uplinked to the
satellite. Second, aspace segment
or asatellite channel pathway must
be secured as aconduit for sound.
Third, the signal must be recovered
or downlinked.
The technical formula supporting the trend toward satellites is
simple. Low power SCPC requires
smaller bandwidths for transmission. Smaller bandwidths use lower
cost equipment and require only
modest satellite tariffs.
A regional or state network using
a7.5 kHz band is amajor improvement over a3 kHz telephone line
traditionally used by regional networks. Where high-powered channels cost approximately $ 10,000 per
month per channel on Westar III or
IV for 15 kHz service, comparable
low power service is $2,000 per
month. For 20 percent of what the
national networks pay, you can
purchase the space segment for a
college sports conference or statewide newscasts.
Smaller bandwidth means less
power is needed to boost the signal
into space and recover it. A national
network may need high-powered
amplifiers with 3,000 watts. A state
or regional network can get by with
5 watt amplifiers. Low-powered
SCPC uplinks for state or regional
networks cost $50,000. National
systems can cost over $500,000.
The difference goes from out-ofsight to down-to-earth. -By Bill Check

It costs you listeners, or gets
you into trouble with the FCC.
Processing is dependent on the
type of programming. Beautiful
music, or news/talk stations are
best with an average modulation
level of 60 percent. Album rock
stations are better with higher
modulation, 80 to 90 percent.
You can tell if your station is
under- or over-processed by listening to it without interruption for
about 20 minutes, and by listening
to other stations in the market.
•Your station is under-processed if the other stations are noticeably louder than you. Listeners
could dial by your station without
knowing it.
•Overprocessing is detected by
araspy, harsh sound. It is caused
from over-compressing or clipping, or over-equalization. Overprocessed signals could interfere
with other station's signals.
•Processing problems are easy
to correct. A station can improve
its sound, and increase its effective
coverage by 25 to 50 percent if the
proper equipment—compressors,
limitors, equalizers or expanders—are installed.
Communicate with your engineering people. Ask them:
•If they are doing anything special with regard to audio processing or compression in db.
•What is the compression ratio
of the audio processing systems.
•How much, if any, hard clipping the station is doing. (Album
rock can get away with more ;
Beautiful music and talk with
less).
•What the average modulation
level is. If it is below 60 percent,
minor adjustments are necessary.
It is vital that management,
programming, and engineering
work together to develop the overall sound of the station.
We are in the communications
business and often are the worst
communicators internally.
—By Elliot Klein. president of Scottsdale.
Arizona-based
Klein
Engineering,
a
broadcast engineering consulting firm.
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Importance of
Programming Elements
to Radio Stations in 1983.
These national radio executives rate information services above music when
asked to vote on the importance of various programming elements
for AM stations in
1983. " Local news
coverage" ( 87%)
and
"weather and traffic service"
(85%) receive top mention,
with " music selection
played" ( 72%) receiving a

secondary but nonetheless
important consideration.
"Personalities" are also of
noteworthy concern to amajority of these executives ( 63%). All
other programming
elements receive
only slightly more than 50
percent mention as being
"very important," down to
the lowest vote of 7percent
for "big money contests."

Importance of Programming Elements to AM Station in 1983
Local news coverage

87%

Weather and traffic service

85%

Music selection played

72%

Personalities

63%

Sports reporting

53%

National news coverage

51%

Sports play-by-play

41%

Talk shows in the evening

30%

Talk shows in the daytime

19%

Giveaways and quizzes like trivia questions

14%

Plays alot of music without much interruption

14%

Big money contests

7%

Data Collection and Data Processing by The Research Group.
The Research Group is headquartered at 2517 East Lake Avenue E., Seattle, WA 98102
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How important do you feel each of the following elements will be
to the successful programming of an AM station in 1983?

1. Local News Coverage
Very Important

87.2%

Somewhat Important

11.3%

Not Very Important
Don't Know/No Answer

0.9%
0.6%

2. Weather And Traffic Service
Very Important

84.7%

Somewhat Important
Not Very Important

14.4%
0.6%

Don't Know/No Answer 111.0 .3%

3. Music Selection Played
Very Important

Somewhat Important
Not Very Important
Don't Know/No Answer

Le.)

7.0%
0.6%

4. Personalities

Very Important

62.7%

Somewhat Important

33.9%

Not Very Important

3.1%

Don't Know/No Answer

5. Sports Reporting
Very Important

52.9%

Somewhat Important

41.0%

Not Very Important

6.1%

Don't Know/No Answer 110 .0%

6. National News Coverage
Very Important

50.8%

Somewhat Important
Not Very Important
Don't Know/No Answer
42
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44 0%
4.6%
0.6%
Raw Totals

N=327

7. Sports Play- by- Play
Very Important MBE.MM. 40.7%
Somewhat Important

34.3%

Not Very Important
Don't Know/No Answer

24.8%
U

0.3%

9. Talk Shows In The Daytime
Very Important 111._

19.0%

Somewhat Important
Not Very Important
Don't Know/No Answer

09%

10. Giveaways And Quizzes Like Trivia Questions
Very Important

Ili

-;4

tii

•
2'•
te

A, 7

El

13.5%

Somewhat Important

58.1%

Not Very Important
Don't Know/No Answer

27.2%
1.2%

11. Play A Lot Of Music Without Much Interruption
Very Important

13.5%

Somewhat Important

37.9%

Not Very Important
Don't Know/No Answer

47.7%
0.9%

12. Big Money Contests
Very Important 111111

7.0%

Somewhat Important

30.0%

Not Very Important
Don't Know/No Answer

60.6%
2.4%
Raw Totals

N=327

Everyone wants it.
A few know where
to find it.
The power to influence others. At Blair
Radio we know radio
holds that power for
those who know
how to use it. We
also know that each
station has aspecial
place in its market,
with unique strengths
to sell.
When marketers and their agencies want to harness the power
of radio, they come to Blair.
They know our sales force is
knowledgeable, experienced, and

dedicated. They
know our research
department is the
most respected in
the industry. They
know about The
College of Radio
Knowledge, and our
commitment to the
medium as awhole.
If you're looking for
more sales clout for
your station, come to
Blair Radio.
Together, we'll harness your
power and put it to work for
you. That's what makes us different. That's why Blair Radio is the
power of radio.

BLAIR RADIO.,Aold
in Blair
THE POWER« RADIO.
lin

oL Company.

SPECIAL REPORT

New Profits Ahead In SCAs
As more entrepreneurs scramble to enter the lucrative SCA area, FM stations
might find themselves not only in demand, but in the dark.
Pocket Quote, Informa and numerous other technological offspring, are here or on their way. By
early summer, the Federal Communications Commission is expected to act to permit new uses
for Subsidiary Communications
Authorizations ( SCAs), baseband
subcarrier channels. Nonbroadcast
use of FM subcarrier channels is
being considered. In the Technological Gold Rush of telecommunications, this is equivalent to the
discovery of an extensive, rich vein.
A host of corporate entrepreneurs, including the producers of
Pocket Quote, Informa and
major radio networks, are preparing
to bargain for long-term leases for
the SCA channels of the over 4000
FM stations in the United States.
Leasing prices in major markets in
January were between $5,000 and

$6,000/month for achannel, plus
percentage arrangements, but the
uncertainty of future price estimates indicates the wildcat atmosphere
prevailing
in
the
telecommunications industry. The
cost of data transmission on FM
subchannels is estimated to be at
least half the cost of land lines. FM
stations in major markets all over
the country are now being approached by prospective lessees.
Statistically, only about onequarter of the stations use their
subchannels. Because most stations lack information about the
pros and cons of leasing, corporate
and radio executives are issuing
warnings to station managers. The
National Association of Broadcasters ( NAB) speaks of "the explosive nature of the technology." It
will take some long-range study
and fancy footwork on all sides not
to get left behind in this new technological jungle of bits and beeps.
Even more entrepreneurs are expected to enter the field with the
expected FCC regulation change.
Some of the names already involved include Bonneville International Corporation, apioneer in
subcarrier use ; Telemet America,
Inc. ; CBS ; Dow Jones & Co. ; Radio- Systems, Inc. ;IT&T;National
Information Utilities Corporation ;
RKO ; Mutual ; AT&T; Dataspeed,
Inc. ;Xerox and many others.
New hardware for a variety of
uses is rapidly being developed to
take advantage of the income opportunities offered by the deregulation. Some receivers will be
totally portable and pocket-size.
Digital information sent via the
SCA channels will be picked up by
printers and computers.
Potential uses for the SCAs include paging, pricing and other financial
data
distribution,
laboratory test results, electronic
mail and message service, news,

facsimile services, copy to printers, police and traffic communications, newspaper circulation
information, communications involving fire departments and public transportation, educational and
training services, and software distribution. It is not afar stretch of
the imagination to envision parents beeping their kids home for
dinner.
Interference with the main signal has, historically, been abig reason for the low utilization of
subchannels. However, network
representatives, the NAB, and entrepreneurs are all in agreement
that these technical problems have
been resolved.
Because of the great demand expected for these subchannels, both
public and commercial radio are in
support of the change in FCC regulations. In an attempt to generate
income, National Public Radio has
entered into several joint ventures
using SCAs. CBS and the NAB
spoke of their support for public
radio's leasing of SCA channels.
"The sort of political tone of
commercial broadcasters has
changed over the last three or four
years," said Charles Oliver, director of legislative and regulatory
policy for CBS. " There is widespread recognition that commercial broadcasters are not going to
be talking to asympathetic ear at
the FCC if they take the position
that potentially competitive services should be suppressed to
maintain a competitive niche for
established broadcasters. Of course,
the leasing of SCAs is competitive. The more stations which offer SCAs for leasing, the lower the
price will be. Obviously, we could
make more money if educational
broadcasters were forbidden to use
them, but it does not apply that
we could make areasoned public
interest argument at the FCC that
RADIO ONLY/APRIL 1983
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the noncommercial broadcaster
should be forbidden to use them."
Barry Umansky, deputy general
counsel for the NAB, said, "It's not
aquestion of athreat [to commercial radio]. There will be anumber
of opportunities for broadcasters to
use their SCAs. Their use [by public radio] is not going to be anything commercial radio has to fear.
There will be substantial opportunity for everyone. There has been
some concern about noncommercial stations operating in a commercial way—such as advertising.
But this way, they can make ago
of it without going into other efforts. The NAB's position is that
FM radio broadcasters should be
given complete discretion to use
their SCAs. A substantial number
of FM stations are in the red, and
this could mean a difference to
them."
There is near unanimous agreement in the radio industry with
the NAB position. However, corporations and entrepreneurs are
competing strongly for their share
of the SCA market as they move
through amaze of legal, technical,
and market complexities.
Charles Oliver spoke of CBS' involvement with subcarrier channels. " Our stations carry DowJones Radio 2service. It began May
24, 1982 in Boston. It's anews and
information service for businessmen and investors. Subscribers pay
amonthly fee. Dow- Jones is now
proposing a second service in
which a brokerage firm could report financial information to their
customers. Instead of broadcast,
this could be used for client- oriented, confidential information
using digital codes. This is not yet
authorized."
Gene Swanzy, senior vice president for broadcasting at Mutual
Broadcast Corporation, talked
about Mutual's plans for SCA use.
"We hired aconsulting firm to do
market research and we've identified the type of corporation that
could best use this kind of distribution system. We're not yet making public this research. There are
a lot of big companies that have
national communication needs.
We'll put together a distribution
system for the whole country. We
46
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Notice of Proposed Rule Making
The Commission's proposal, released on August 19, 1982, would:
•Remove all programming restrictions relating to the services
provided over SCAs
• Remove time- use restrictions so SCA transmissions may be
made even when main channel is not in operation
• Remove certain technical restrictions which would allow the
addition of one more subchannel for SCA use by each
FM station
• Abolish the requirement for filing an SCA application and
eliminate the requirement for SCA program logs

have approximately 900 stations
which are basic affiliates. We will
negotiate with them for their
SCAs. We may or may not use
Mutual stations' subchannels. If
they aren't interested, we would
negotiate with other stations. We'll
be approaching stations on an individual basis."
Swanzy stressed that: "We're not
offering something right now. We'll
be doing technical and marketing
tests for the rest of this year."
Other corporations are also
working to develop national distribution systems. National
Information Utilities Corporation,
aclosely held computer and communications company based in
McLean, Virginia, has entered into
ajoint venture with National Public Radio. The venture is known as
Information Network Corporation
(INC). INC plans a data delivery
system for national transmission
of digital data and computer software. Information will be delivered over NPR's satellite network
to local NPR or commercial receiving stations, which will distribute it via SCA channels to INC
subscribers. They will pay a
monthly fee to have the information "addressed" to their computer
or printers, where a "black box"
decoder will unscramble the infor- •
mation before transferring it.
INC claims an important facet
of their transmission will be its
speed. "We can broadcast 9600 bits
per second over one SCA channel," said Stephen Dull, product
manager for INC. A bit is the

smallest single unit of computer
information.
"Most of the people approaching
stations want to use their SCA for
only one purpose," said Dull. "We
plan to use it for many purposes.
What we will have is amoderate
high-speed link that is relatively
inexpensive that can do simultaneous point to multi-point communications. So the applications
that fall into that category will
benefit the most from this type of
communication. The greatest
value will be to one person who
wants to reach 100 people."
Dull spoke about the long-range
implications of electronic communication. "What Ithink will
happen is just what happened with
the telephone, telegraph, and sameday mail. The users that were well
suited to the particular form of
communication used them. In telecommunications the same thing
will happen. There will be alot of
ways to move information around.
The length of the communication,
its urgency, and how long the data
will be valid will determine this.
SCAs will have aniche in this."
Like most companies, INC is
still working on their marketing
and production plans. They hope
to have their hardware ready for
testing, and their marketing plans
in place by late '83.
Unlike INC's proposed multipurpose network, two companies
who offer asingle-purpose system
are Telemet America, Inc. in Alexandria, Virginia, and Dataspeed,
Inc. of Burlingame, California. The

In the past one hundred and thirty-five years,
one prominent figure has achieved unparalleled
dominance of the news.
Associated Press.
Most news figures burst into
prominence, then fizzle into obscurity. Not Associated Press.
In fact, during the past 135
years, we've run away with more
top stories than any other news
organization.
Our 1,500 reporters and photographers, plus 5,300 member organizations, comprise areporting staff
that's bigger than any network's.
And 30% larger than UPI's.
So, we can cover every major
news event between Gdansk and

Greeley, and still dominate coverage
of aPan Am jet crash in New Orleans.
Proof? AP accounted for more
than 75% of all articles printed about
that tragedy, according to one weeklong competitive play check.
Thanks to our massive technological advantage, we also delivered
news of the crash with unprecedented speed, fidelity and reliability.
If it's credibility you want, you
should also know this: In the categories in which AP is eligible to
compete, we've won more Pulitzer
Prizes than any other news-gathering organization in the world. Thirty
three since 1922.

And for excellence in the area
of broadcast journalism, we've been
awarded aduPont-Columbia Award,
aPeabody, two Janus Awards and
several Overseas Press Club Awards.
Put it all together, and you've
got anews service that you, your
listeners and advertisers can believe
in. In fact, the only thing you won't
believe about AP news is how
easy it is to sell.
For more information,
contact Glenn Serafin.
(212) 621-1511.

*

Associated Press. Without adoubt.
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SCA SERVICES THE FCC
FINDS APPROPRIATE UNDER
THE CURRENT REGULATIONS
• Subscription background
music services
• Ethnic and foreign language
programming
• Instructional programming
• Sporting events
• News and weather pr
▪ Medical information to
physicians
• Stock — commodity and
business information
• Religious programs
• Farm news
• Reading services to the
print- handicapped
• Signals intended for utility
load management
Sogrce: " The FAB

gof Age: NAB

interaction between these two
small corporations illustrates the
competitive atmosphere prevailing in the SCA market.
Telemet put a pocket-size,
computerized radio receiver,
Pocket Quote, on the market in
New York City last summer.
Pocket Quote relays stock prices,
after a 15-minute delay, to investors. Frederick G. Parsons, president of Telemet, is the developer
of Pocket Quote. Telemet is tied in
with the six RKO FM stations and
plans to begin operations in Chicago this spring. In New York, it
uses WRKS FM's subchannel. Parsons advertises in The Wall Street
Journal and The New York Dines,
and as of last February, claims close
to 1000 customers. The price for
the system is $20/month.
Dataspeed, according to Chairman David B. Lockton, will introduce Quotrek, a similar pocketsize, computerized radio receiver,
which will relay stock prices, beginning in April in four cities. It
will be priced at $90/month. Originally, Dataspeed's system was also
called Pocket Quote. "We had to
change the name because Parsons
beat us to it," said Lockton.
"Not so," said Parsons. "They
were using our name. Our lawyers
48
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had to issue them astern warning."
"Parsons' system is old-fashioned," said Lockton. "He only
uses a 1200 baud analog system
while we will use a 9600 digital
system. Ours is mobile, while his
must be plugged in."
"The difference between our two
systems," said Parsons, " is that
ours exists and his doesn't. We use
a 4800 baud system that can be
plugged in or operated on batteries.
It's hard to say what his is. The
guy wanders around with aplastic
box. We're waiting to see his, because we want to examine it for
possible patent infringement."
Parsons will get his chance to
examine Dataspeed's Quotrek in
April, when it will go on the market in four cities. Dataspeed is also
working on Informa, ahand- held
receiver for electronic mail and information. It recently signed aletter of intent for ajoint venture with
NPR to use their subchannels for
that system.
Lockton sees the market for SCA
channels tapering off after 10 years.
"In 10 years anyone with an unfocused antenna can receive data
directly from the satellite. So, FM
stations need to pick apartner now
who will pay them the maximum
amount over a relatively short
time. In 10 years, the more profitable ventures will use the
satellite."
Mutual's Gene Swanzy disagrees. " The number of Direct
Broadcast Satellite ( DBS) channels
will be limited because of the orbital spacing requirements necessary to allow it to function with
very small receiving antennas. The
unique market-by- market characteristics of the SCAs will allow
them to do more things better than
the DBS. We think the particular
characteristics of this system will
always compete with the DBS
systems."
Gordon C. Coffman, partner in
the Washington, D.C., law firm of
Wilkinson, Barker, Knauer and
Quinn, and author of the NAB legal memo on SCAs, also spoke
about future possibilities. "We've
been working for eight to 10 years
to try to get the FCC to liberalize
the SCA rulings. The future situation depends on the use made of

EXAMPLES OF SCA USES THE
FCC PROHIBITS UNDER
CURRENT REGULATIONS
• Paging services
• Distribution of inventory,
price and delivery information
by business
• Transmission of laboratory
test results to doctors and
clinics
• Electronic mail delivery
• Facsimile services to offices
• Page transmission to local
printing plants
• Police communication to all
substations
• Distribution of information
from anewspaper's circulation department to distributing
stations,and from distributing
stations to carrier pick-up
points
• Distribution from county
governments to local public
works garages and vehicles
• Bus dispatching for local and
regional transportation
• Coordination of forest-fire
fighting efforts over large
geographic areas
• Municipal traffic light and
sign control
Source " The FA4ISCA-Coming of Age: NAB legal memo

the subchannels by the entrepreneurs and the stations, and on what
the competition will be. Right
now, major companies like AT&T
do not see these channels as amajor area of competition to them.
But if acompany like Sears, for example, could reach all of its stores
by use of satellite and SCA channels, the savings would be monumental. And, at that point, your
land line companies would get
concerned. There could be interesting action, both legal and
nonlegal."
A stern warning to member stations issued in arecent NAB bulletin talks about the consequences
of inaction in this fast-moving
field: " The profits lost through
one's inaction will undoubtedly be
picked up by a more aggressive
competitor."—By Mary Ann Larkin

Number 13 in aSeries:

"Daybreak"?
Occasionally, in this world of
products and services, atrademarked name catches on, and
then becomes ahousehold word.
...like Xerox, Kleenex, or
Sanka.
Well, now there's alittle "8"
next to "DAYBREAK:' See it up
there? It means that "DAYBREAK" is aregistered trademark of the Bonneville Broadcasting System.
So, if you're using the
"DAYBREAK" name for
your morning radio show,
and it's not from Bonneville,
you've got two options;
change the name, or make
arrangements with us to

broadcast the original.
"DAYBREAK" is the evolutionary adult music radio format
that's designed to offer morningdrive adults an Easy Listening
balance of music, information and
personality. The show follows
the famous KBIG morning
drivetime concept... minute-byminute... allowing you to adapt it
to your local market conditions
and customize it to your needs.
"DAYBREAK:' It's
helped KBIG become
Number One. It'll help
you, too.
So, give your listeners a
break. With "DAYBREAK:'
From Bonneville.

BONNEVILLE BROADCASTING SYS IEM, 274 COUNTY RD, TENAFLY NI 07670

More of what you come to Bonneville for!

WHEN
IS 98
15?
This month.
KFWB is celebrating 15
years of bringing you all news,
all the time. And one million
listeners per week, every week
Thanks, Southern California.
Thanks amiLion.

KFWB ALL NEWS 98
Represented nationally by Group W Radio Sales

*Source Los Angeles Winter, Spnng & Fall ARBITRON Spring 1968 to present Ijan-Feb/Oct-Nov '76 excepted) All figures are total persons 12+, Monday Sunday 6AM to midnight come, metro
survey areas The audience figures shown are estimates subject to the limitations of the techniques and procedures used by the service noted

RADIO ACRŒSINE MA'
Atlanta

BIRCH MONTHLY
WVEE-FM
WKLS-FM
WKHX
WZGC-FM
WOXI-FM
WSB
WPCH-FM
WLTA-FM
WSB-FM
WGST

Baltimore

FORMAT
B
A
R
AC
AC
BM
AC
AC
N

J/F 13/.1
12.3 12.5
12.2 13.9
11.1 9.8
10.1 10.2
9.9 7.5
8.0 68
5.5 7.3
5.0 5.2
3.9 4.2
3.6 3.8

N/D
12.9
13.9
7.6
9.6
7.9
88
6.3
4.0
5.1
3.8

-

Bo

Chicago

RiatitU

Cincinnati

FORMAT
AC
A
A
AC
N
BM
AC

Affiliate
ABC
CBS
NBC
Ind.
Ind.
PBS

FORMAT
AC
A
8
T
N
G
R
A
R
BM

J/F DiJ SID
10.6 8.6 8.9
9.4 10.0 12.3
8.3 9.3 8.7
8.0 10.1 10.4
6.5 7.2 84
5.1 4.7 4.4
5.1 5.1 4.7
5.0 53 50
4.7 4.7 3.6
4.3 4.0 5.0

J/F
8.7
5.8
5.6
5.4
5.2
5.2
51
4.4
4.3
4.2

D/J
9.8
5.2
5.2
6.4
4.8
3.4
5.1
4.4
4.3
5.2

NiD
9.7
4.6
5.3
5.4
6.1
2.6
46
6.1
3.9
43

BIRCH MONTHLY
WEBN-FM
WKRO-FM
WKRC
WWEZ FM
WRRM-FM
WBLZ-FM
WCKY
WUBE-FM
WLW
WLLT-FM

Station
WJZ
WBAL
WMAR
WBFF
WTTG
WMPB

Source: A. C. Nielsen Co

BIRCH MONTHLY
WGN
WLS-FM
WGC1-FM
MN()
WBBM
WMAO
WBBM-FM
WLUP-FM
WLS
WLOO-FM

%A0H Mon Sun 6AM-M,clnight
Source: Birch Oct-Dec 1982

TOP TV STATIONS

FORMAT J/F JAN
AC
12.8 12.7
A
10.3 11.8
R
9.3 9.9
C
8.3 8.0
B
7.6 7.3
BM
5.1 5.2
AC
3.8 3.7
AC
3.3 3.5
AC
2.6 2.6
BM
2.6 3.0

BIRCH MONTHLY
WBZ
WXKS-FM
WBCN-FM
WCOZ-FM
WHDH
WEEI
WEEI-FM
WJIB-FM
WROR-FM
WRKO

MARKET SCAN
WWCG changes call letters
to WJYF. Heightens, moves
tower to simulcast " Music Of
Your Life" with WJYA (
formerly WJYI). WLAG/WWCG
GM Rick Ellis to manage
WJYA/WJYF....WLTA to become WRMM
WWID
changes to WWLT. Brings in
GM Charles Giddens from
WPGC, Washington.

QUALITATIVE DATA

BIRCH MONTHLY
WBAL
WIYY-FM
WBSB-FM
WPOC-FM
WXW-FM
WLIF
WFBR
WYST-FM
WCAO
WRLX-FM

QUALITATIVE DATA
SOFT DRINK CONSUMPTION
(glasses, cups or cans per day)
0
1-2 3+
WAOK
50.0
50.0 WKLS-FM
42.1
42.1 15.8
WSB-FM
40.0
40.0 20.0
WOXI-FM
33.3 - 66.7
WLTA-FM
25.0 - 75.0
WVEE-FM
23.5
29.4 47.1
WKHX
20.0
40.0 400

FORMAT J/F D/J
A
14.2 13.2 14.2
R
10.0 10.2 10.5
AC
9.0 9.5 9.7
BM
8.2 8.8 9.1
AC
6.4 6.3 5.9
6.0 5.2 5.0
N/T
5.4 5.2 6.0
5.1 5.7 6.4
C
AC
4.7 5.2 5.0
AC
4.3 3.0 4.2

MARKET SCAN
Baltimore Radio Show sells
WBKZ-FM to Waverly Tower
Center. Price $ 1.5 million....
WFBR-AM goes stereo with
Kahn system....CNN news
correspondent Eric Seidel
joins WCBM as ops mgr as
PD Dave Arlington looks to
relocate with help from pa rent company Metromedia.

QUALITATIVE DATA

MARKET SCAN

VCR PURCHASE
(Next 6Mos)
Plan No Plan
32.4
67.6
WEZE
86.4
WOKO-FM
13.6
91.7
8.3
WXKS
7.4
WROR-FM
92.6
WHDH
5.2
94.8
WJIB-FM
5.2
94.8
WILD
4.8
95.2

NBC/WBOS deal on rocks....
GE's WJIB still on block....
WCMF, Rochester PU Frank
Holler joins WCOZ as PD
replacing Andy Beaubien
who is now PD at KSAR.
Houston .... WHJJ/WHJY.
Providence PD Jim Murphy
to PD at WHDH replacing
Bob Knight-Adams. WEEI
changes call letters to WHTT.

%A0H Mon- Sun 6AM-Mdrught
Source Birch Oct Dec 1982

QUALITATIVE DATA

MARKET SCAN

STEREO PURCHASE
(Next 6Mos)
Plan No Plan
MPG
55.0
45.0
WLUP-FM
17.2
82.8
WBMX-FM
167
83.3
WFYR-FM
12.5
8/.5
11.5
88.5
WFMT-FM
WXRT-FM
11.8
88.2
WMET-FM
9.1
90.9

Metromedia's sale of WMET
to Doubleday to be final April
14 ....
Sebastian/Casey's
Steve Casey joins WLS in
newly created ops mgr position . .
WLUP Assistant PD
Greg Solk to PD replacing
Tim Kelly. Kelly to buy Lincoln. NE station with father,
Sam Sherwood. WLUP may
soon be on the block.

%A0H Mon Sun 6AM-Ucinight
SollICP 13 ,, rhnr
192

QUALITATIVE DATA

MARKET SCAN

VIDEO GAME PURCHASE
(Next 6Mos)
Plan No Plan
WSAI
50.0
50.0
WCKY
37.5
62.5
WMLX
27.3
72.7
27.3
72.7
WUBE-FM
21.1
78.9
WKRO-FM
WYYS-FM
20.0
80.0
84,6
WBLZ-FM
15.4

Mariner sells WLVWSKS to
Seven Hills Communications
for $ 10.5
million....WYYS
changes to WLLT. Awaits
FCC action on separation requirement
proposal.
Will
move tower closer to Cincinnati....Battle continues to include Butler County in metro
area. To benefit most: WLLT,
WBLZ, WSAI.

%AOH Mon- Sun 6AM-Midnight
Source. Birch Oct-Dec 1982
- -
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RADIO ACROSS THE USATM
Cleveland
e

BIRCH MONTHLY
FORMAT
WMMS-FM A
WGCL-FM
R
WHK
WMJI-FM
AC
WQAL-FM
BM
WGAR
AC
WERE
rt,'T
WBBG
BB
WDOK-FM
WZ

leà: V-"

Dallas

BIRCH MONTHLY
KVIL-FM
LSCS-FM
KEGL-FM
KPLX-FM_
KTXO-FM
KRLD
KKDA-FM
KMEZ-FM
KAFM-FM
WBAP

Denver

af-

FORMAT
AC
C
R
C
A
N/T
B
BM
R
C

J/F D/J N/D
9.6 10.1 10.6
7.5 7.6 8.6
7.0
- 6.4
6.9 63 6.2
6.7 7.6 6.8
6.1
5.4 5.0
5.9 5.5 6.1
5.5 5.8 4.3
5.4 5.0 4.3
5.0 5.0 38

BIRCH MONTHLY
IDSI-FM
KOAQ-FM
KPKE-FM
KLZ
KAZY-FM
KBPI-FM
KBCO-FM
KLIR-FM
KIMN
KOA

_
:.

---

letroit

FORMAT
Eit1
AC
A

c

A
A
A
AC
AC
N/T

J/F D/J
86 7I
7.2 6.2
6.9 7.7
6.3 7.0
6.4 6.6
6.4 6.3
5S 5.0
5.0 4.6
4.9 4.5
4.3 6.3

--

.

Houston

WDRO-FM
WJR
WJLB-FM
WRIF-FM
WXYZ
WWJ
WLLZ-FM
WNIC FM
WJOI-FM
WHYT-FM

N/D
72
b.0
7.3
5.9
8.1
6.8
5.6
5 .4
4.5
6.5

RADIO ONLY/APRIL 1983

MARKET SCAN
WHK Station Manager Ro
Jones promoted to VP/GM
...WHK PD Joel Raab joins
WHN, New York as PD replacing Dene Hallam who is
now PD at WKHK, New
York... . WGAR
PD
Mike
Scott now PD at sister station WKSW. Mike Metzger
steps in as acting PD at
WGAR.

QUALITATIVE DATA

MARKET SCAN

HOUSEHOLD INCOME
KLIF
KLVU-FM
KXOL
KIXK-FM
KNOK FM
KAFM-FM
KKDA-FM

35k
99
56.7
66.7
50.0
442
-44.0"
41.2

15k- 35k Under 15k
33.3
333
50.0
488
70
28.0
28.0
23.5
35.3

%A0H Mon Sun 6AM-MKin,ght
Snftrre Bfrrh Oct-Dec 1982

CATION
KBRO

f
g,1
e,
HSch ° T86h
-- KHOW „,; -;
f
KRZN ,,.,;
KVOD-FM ,,,e ,,
".e
KOSI-FM
T6 7 25.0
13
KEZW
63.6
9.1
273

%A0H Mon- Sun 6AM-Muinight
Source. Buch Oct-Dec 1982

QUAISTATIVE DATA

FORMAT If D/J NO
OCCUPATION
B
9.3 8.9 7.2
AC
92 10.2 10.2
Prof
Skilld Unskil
B
6.8 6.5 36 WOMC-FM
99.9
A
64 6.5 7.6
WXYZ
T
s1 55 54 WORS-FM
90.0
5.0
5.0
N
5.3 5.2 5.7
WJLB-FM
81.3
18.8
20.0,.,
A
5.2 5.2 6.1
,,,,
W,M,U,,Z ,F.M.
KU
AC
50 5.3 52 "" T-rm
89.0
--¿a u
BM
4.3 4.1
36 WA
CQ
Z;
1
;
4,Ftcs
M,
2,,,, GAe4
66 ta
lteigh
3/
3.3
13
4I
I 3.h 45 eoutce Biecti Ott Dec I 8.*7
_

BIRCH MONTHLY
KLOL-FM
KODA FM
KIKK-FM
KKBO
KILT- FM
KSRFI-FM
KRBE-FM
KQUE-FM
KFMK-FM
KMJQ FM

QUALITATIVE DATA
HOME COMPUTER PURCHASE
(Next 6Mas)
Plan No Plan
WCLV
60.9
39.1
WBEA
59.1
40.9
WDMT
18.9
81.1
18.6
81.4
WBBG
9.1
90.9
W.1M0
8.3
91.1
7.8
92.2
WGCL
%AuH mu;
t
Dec 1982
source

QUALITATIVE DATA

BIRCH BIONTHLY

.e.S•t,... •

52

16.4
10.6
60
58
5.8
5.5
5.4
4.9

D/J N/D
16.3 12.5
9.7 10.3
6.1 4.3
6.6 7.3
6.2 5.2
43 4.5
1.0 2.7
4.3 4.6
6.6

FORMAT
A
BM

A
AC
AC
AC

J/F
9.6
7.8
7.7
7.4
7.2
63
6.0
5.7
5.6
5.0

D/J
8.1
6.8
6.0
8.3
6.1
52
76
6.4
6.9
5

N/D

10.1
5.1
6.5
9.9
5.2
4,9
66
3.8
7.4
46

Fairbanks WVBF, Boston PD
Reg Johns joins companyowned FairWest as national
operations director.. . TM President Pat Shaughnessy also
named VP of parent company
Shamrock
Broadcasting....
KIXK to movo tower to Cedar
Hill....KZEW
VP/GM
Jay
Hoker named to NBC Radio
Source board.

MARKET SCAN
Gulf .. 6
,
:.1 . st • -- e• • 4' 0
GF's KOA/K0A0 for $20 million.-Saridusk y I
Teadquarte.rs.
President Toney Brooks to
move to Los Angeles in June.
Brooks resigns as VP GM at
KBPI/KNUS. Former KWFM.
Tucson VPAM Jim Hardy
takes over as VP GM....KHOW
GM Sam Sherwood resigns to
buy a station in Lincoln. NE.

MARKET SCAN
WLLZ PD Dave Gariano exits
after six weeks on job. Assistant PD Joe Urbiel to acting
PD....Former WOMC PD Bill
Garcia new PD at WFLA-AM
Fm
wjpc .
. Tampa .
Chicago
Ops
Mgr
'
Jerly
Boulding to WCHB/WJZZ as
ops mgr. Circuit court denies
CKLW motion. Dick Purtan
remains on air at WCZY.

QUALITATIVE DATA

MARKET SCAN

HOME OWNERSHIP

Group W's KJOY, San Diego
GSM David Pearlman to VP
GM of company's KODA replacing Milt Willis who is
Group W's new national
sales manager....KYST Ops
Mgr Hank Moore exits to join
Gulf
State
Advertising....
KLOL switches from Sebastian to Burkhart/Abrams after
Sebastian/Casey folds.

KCOH
KIKK
KLAT KMJZ
KTRH
KPRC
KILT FM

Own
Rent
99 9
99.9
999
999
99.9
6.3
93.8
91.7
83

%AOH Mon Sun tjAM-Midnight
Source aorch Oct-Dec 1982

Total Station
AutomationTm by
Computer Concepts
Corporation is the
first and only closed
loop interface between business and
program automation.
Period.

11

See a live demonstration
between Computer
Concepts Broadcast System
and the Broadcast
Electronics Control 16 in
B.E.'s booth #303 at the
N.A.B. in Las Vegas, April
10-13. See the Computer
Concepts Business System
in booth #404.

Computer
Concepts

COMPUTER
CONCEPTS

CORPOW\TION
The In- House Computer People
14/

8001 W. 63rd Street • Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66202 • (
913) 677-4000 • (800) 255-6350
TSA and Total Automation are trademarks of Computer Concepts Corporation.

RADIO ACROSS THE USATM
Kansas City
-

Los Angeles

BIRCH MONTHLY
FORMAT
WDAF
KBEQ-FM
KLSI-EM
KKCI-FM
KPRS-FM
KYYS-FM
KCEZ-FM
KJLA
KMBR-FM
KCMO

R
AC
A
B
A
BM
BB
BM
NT

KABC
KR00-FM
KMET-FM
KIIS-f M
<LOS FM
010- FM
KNX
KHTZ-FM
t(EWB
KIQQ-FM

A

A
BM
N
AC
N
R

J/F
8.9
7.0
5.1
4.7
4.0
3.9
3.5
3.3
3.2

D/J
7.8
7.1
4.6
6.5
4.9
3.9
4.7
2.2
3.7
2.5

N/0
8.2
7.8
6.9
64
7.0
3.1
4.4
1.5
4.2
2.6

FORMAT
R
A
NIT
BM
N
SP
C
AC
A

FORMAT
A
AC
BM
AC
BB
C
R
A
AC
C

J/F D/J N/D
11.3 13.0 12.4
7.1
5.8 6.0
6.5 6.2 6.4
4.0
6.3 5.1
3.5
6.2 51
5.3 4.6 4.8
6.3
4.8 5.1
4.5 3.4 2.7
3.6 3.9 3.1
3.4 2.8 3.6

J/F
9.6
9.0
8.7
7.6
62
6.0
5.7
55
5.1
43

D/J
9.4
7.5
8.1
7.3
54
6.6
5.9
64
5.0
32

MARKET SCAN

DAILY NEWSPAPER

KYYS GM Bob Garrett out.
WDAF GSM Mike Costello
new GM....KMBZ drops Kansas City Royals for contract
violations ....
Newcomers
(May ' 82) KKCI, KLSI overtake competitors in latest
Birch ratings....KCMO/KCEZ
sale still pending. Market ripe
for
country
competition.
KCEZ best bet.

KÇCV
KRKR
KXTR-FM
KJLA
<860- FM
WHB
KMBZ

Read Don't Read
999
99.9
99 9
0.0
200
15.6
244
25.4
74.6
70.0
30.0

%A0H Mon- Sun 6AM-Midnight
Source -Bud", Oct- Dec 1982

QUALITATIVE DATA

MARKET SCAN

SUNDAY NEWSPAPER

BurkhartAbrams now consulting Metromedia's KMET
....Sandusky headquarters,
President Toney Brooks to
move from Denver in June
KACE PD Cal Shields to ups
mgr; Assistant PD Alonzo
Miller is new PD....Southcott
Productions' Chuck Southcott named PD at KPRZ.

KFAÇ
KHOF-FM
KU I
E- FM
)(URA
KABC
KKGO FM
KZLA

Read Don't Read
WI 9
99.9
999
99 9
85.0
818
80.0

--

-150
18.2
20.0

%ACM Mon- Sun 6AM-MiclnIght
Source arch Oct- Dec 1982

QUALITATIVE DATA

WRHC
WKAT
WOCN
WYOR-FM
WQBA-FM
WLQY
WQBA

TV HOURS
(Yesterday)
5+
2-5
69.2
30.8
60.0
40.0
50.0
50.0
43.8
56.3
42.4
54.2
40.0
20.0
35.2
64.8

under 2

3.4
40.0

MOH Mon- Sun 6AM-Mdnight
Source Brrch Oct- Dec 1982

QUALITATIVE DATA

BIRCH MONTHLY
WQFM-FM
WTMJ
WEZW-FM
WISN
WOKY
WBCS-FM
WKTI-FM
WLPX-FM
WZUU-FM
WMIL-FM

Minneapolis

N/D
11 0
12.6
7.0
7.7
5.4
8.7
5.3
2.6
5.3
39

BIRCH MONTHLY
WHYI-FM
WSHE-FM
WIN/- FM
WNWS
WLYF-FM
WINZ
WQBA
WKOS-FM
WWWL-FM
WCKO-FM

Milwaukee

107
11 6
75
6.3
6.8
68
6.2
3.0
6.2
47

BIRCH MONTHLY
FORMAT

Miami

.15
11 2
102
7.2
6.6
6.3
6.2
5.8
5.3
4.8
4.7

QUALITATIVE DATA

N/D
8.4
8.7
5.6
6.3
61
6.3
5.5
63
4.3
37

CABLE TV
WBBM-FM
WJZQ-FM
WGN
WIND
WRJN
WEMP
WLPX-FM

Have Don't Have
99.9
99.9 65.7
34.3
65.6
34.4
64.1
35.9
61.5
38.5
47.8
52.2

%A01-1 Mon- Sun 6AM-Midnight
Source 8Jrch Oct- Dec 1982

MARKET SCAN
WSHE Operations Director
Dave Lange becomes PD
since Sonny Fox leaves to
join WHY1....WAWAINLUM.
Milwaukee GM Mike Elliott
returns to WIOD as PD....
Golden West Subscription
TV VP GM. Dallas System
Tom Reddel joins WQAM as
GM replacing Ron Beckey.

MARKET
ARKET SCAN

The industry news.
First, best, comprehensive.
Stories not found elsewhere.
At aglance, at your desk,
...every Monday morning.

INS1

IT'S ALL THE INFORMATION YOU NEED. IT'S THE INSIDE STORY.

INSIDE RADIO SUBSCRIPTION DEPT.. EXECUTIVE MEWS. 1930 E MARII N PIKE. SUITE C-13. CHERRY IBEX, NJ 08003
OR CALL COLLECT ( NH) 42-1-te10.

USA

RADIO ACROSS THE
New York

BI
RCH MO NTHLY
WOR
WINS
WKT1J-FM
WBLS-FM
WPLJ-FM
WRKS-FM
WPAT-FM
WRFM-FM
WADO
WCI3S

Philadelphia

FORMAT

T
N
8
È
A_
B
BM
BM
SP
N

FORMAT

FORMAT

Pittsburgh

San Diego
-

•

-

,A .

'
.--_-,
l
-e

.....tee..7.;:e'`.›".''
e,0,
'•

ele... ,4yet.''' .

J/F

11.5_
8.2
6.4
6.2
6.1
6.0
5.8
5.4
5.2

DM

6.1
70
6.0
5.5
5.2
3.8
2.8
1.7
3.7
4.1

N/D

11 4 IQ/
8.5
7.2 7.0
.0
5.7 7
6.4 6.3
6.6 7
.1
7.1 6.5
3.6 3.2
4.5 4.6

...e
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KJOY-FM
XETRA-FM
KGB -FM
KPRI-FM
KYXY-FM
KFMB-FM
KFMB
KSDO
KCB0
XE TRA

BM
A
A
A
AC

AC
AC
-Nit
C

R

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Burkhart ,Abrams now consulting
WNEW-FM....LIN
looks to buy WVNJ-AMiFM
Newark, NJ. Price .$ 8million
..,WYNY Operations Director
Pete Salant resigns. Forms
consulting firm....WHN PD
Dene Hallam to WKHK as
PD. Succeeded by WHK,
Cleveland PD Joel Raab.

WNCN-FM
WPIX-FM
WCBS
WABC
WNEW-FM
WPAT-FM
WNBC

35k +

35.7
21.7
18.1
15.9
12.9
12.1
11.6

16k- 35k Under 16k

57.1
ÉS-2
36.2
23.9
67.7
60.3
77.5

q:.AQH Mon-Sun 69M -Midnight
Source: Birch Oct-Dec 1982

71
13.0
45./
60.2
19.4
27.6
10.9

QUALITATI VEDATA

MARKET SCAN

EDUCATION

Former WYNY-FM, NY PD
Pete Salant now consulting
WSNI-FM .... WIFI
sw it ches

HSch Gr Sch

,,,„, f1

Coll

WFLN-FM
WDAS
WWSH-FM
W100- FM
WEAZ-FM
WCAU

96.6

3.4

66.7

33.3

60.0
46.2
38.9
37.9

-

20.0 20.0
53.8 42.6 18.5
17 . 2 44 . 8

„ACM Mon -Sun 6AM-MidnIght
Source: Birch Oct-Dec 1982

MARKET SCAN

OCCUPATION

Former WEZI. Memphis VE
GM Dave Thomas to vice
president
marketing ( and
part owner) at Churchill Productions....Lane Rogers to
ops mgr at KMEO from KSFI,
Salt Lake City.. KOOL drops
adult contemporary for mellow music .... KZZP PD
Randy Stewart new PD at
KALL-FM. Salt Lake City.

Prot

SkIlld Unskil

KARZ
,,9„
9.„
9
82
8
86
1
9.85
9
19
KNI X
,,.,e,
6.8 62 45 KSUN ;,', ,,-„-„
,
' 5.3 72 78 KHEP-FM '-`-' c. v.
KDKB -FM - 790
74 1"
5.1 i
'-nFM
73.3- 26
75.0 2.8 --'-'-'
5.9 R0 .
KNIX-FM
69.4
7.6 22.9
4
..
4 37 2. 6 a
roAOH MonSun 6AM-Midnight
4.0 2.5 3.8 Source Birch Oct-Dec 1982
7 4

Ji?

Om

7.1 7.7
6.6 5.8
6.3 5.6
6.1 4.7
5.6 7.1
5.3 6.1
4.6 4..1
4.5 19
4.2 2.9
4.0 5.8

IUD

7.4
5.8
6.3
3.1
6.9
.5
5
.4.0
1.7
3.2
9.8

trou rock to Hick Carroll's
"Rock of the 80's" format....
Jerry Lee's beautiful music
WEAZ (" Eazy 101") drops
Bonneville for Schulke's new
GMT- tested
format....WFIL
to air USFL Philadelphia
Stars games.

QUALITATIVE DATA

J/F D/J N/D
11 4 9.6 119
10.8 1p.8 _84

FORMAT J/F D/J N/D
AC
23.1 22.8 21.8
A
9.4 8.3 6.8
87 82 7.5
5.9 7.4 8.4
AC
5.9 6.0 5.1
50 5.37.5.
AC
4.6 4.2 5.4
BB
4.0 3.9 4.3
BM
3.6 4.0 3.3
AC
3.4 3.6

FORMAT

MARKET SCAN

N/0

BIR CH MONTH LY

;'';-U-f.""'ç.
•
--"
-elle`
;
‘' .«
,
,
_ . - •
-:'e.1741,

7.2
6.3_
64
5.4
5.3
49
4.0
3.3
3.3
3.6

BIRCH MONTHLY
KDKA
WDVE-FM
WAMO-FM
WBZZ-FM
WTAE
WHYW-FM
WJAS
WSHH-FM
WWSW-FM
WXKX FM

it

0/J

BIRCH MONTHLY
KDKB-FM
A
KN1X FM
C
KTAR
KUPD-FM
N7
R
KMEO-FM BM
KK1T-FM
AC
KZZP-FM
R
KOOL-FM
AC
KSTM-FM A
KOY
AC

-

7.8
6.3
6.1
5.3
5.0
48
4.5
4.0
3.9
3.8

BIRCH MONTHLY
K
Y
W
N
WEAZ-FM
BM
WYSP-FM A
WMMR-FM A
WMGK-FM AC
WCAU-FM R
WUSL-FM B
WIP
AC
VVWDB-FM T

Phoenix

J/F

QUALITATIVE DATA

_

__.

QUALITATIVE DATA

MARKET SCAN

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

WXKX changes call letters to
WHTX. PD Bobby Christian
exits. Sister station WTAE
air personality Cary Pell
takes over as PD....WTAE
retains University of Pittsburgh football and basketball
coverage after heated battle
with WTKN. WTKN sets
sights on USFL when team
ownership decided.

WDSY-FM
WTKN
WAMO-FM
KOV
WNUF:FM
WPNT-FM
WTAE

35k +

75.0
50.0
38.5
33.3

28.6
25.0

16k -35k Under 16k

50.0
23.1
476
42.9
75.0

25.0

38.5
19 0
66.7
28.6

Mon- Sun 6AM-Midnight
Source Birch Oct-Dec 1982

QUA LITATIVE DATA
DAILY NEWSPAPER
vr ,

Read

Don't Reed

'"
99.9
OSFM95
.6
2.0A
KLKMLO
n .2
5.;
r
KCNN

KSON -FM

gm:FM

KOGO

e"

93 .
8
-66.1

82.6

%AQH Mon -Sun 6AM-Midnight
Source: Birch Oct-Dec 1982

u'
a

6.
2
13.9
17.4

MARKET SCA N
KOGO/KPRI GM Jeff Peck
resigns....Former KBZT GM
Norman Feuer to head Viacorn Radio....KJFM changes
call letter to KEZL. Drops
beautiful music for nostalgia
....XETRA MD Jim Richards
upped to PD replacing Jeff
Hunter who is now PD at
KITS, San Francisco.

Pity the (Poor Soul) Program Director
responsible for getting the numbers up.
A turnkey consultancy?? You bet.

The " safe" way to explain why your Station is
continuing to go nowhere in The Book is to tell yourself
and your stockholders:
"Well, gosh—We're playing the hits!"

One of the legitimately- unique aspects of MATTESON/
DRUM is that we're acompany founded and run by
two guys who've been on your side of the desk.
Coming from ownership and top management, we
know first-hand what the problems are. We also know
first-hand what the solutions are.

Logical Question # 1:
If all it takes to be Number One is to " play the hits",
why aren't half-a-dozen stations in your market
all Number One?

At MATTESON/DRUM, we teach and practice
POSITIONING— On-the-air as well as off-the-air. Even
if you wouldn't become Number One, Positioning
alone would make adramatic improvement in your
bottom line.

Logical Question #2:
What are the secrets that the top stations use to get
and stay on top?
GOOD LOGICAL QUESTIONS.
'WANT GOOD LOGICAL
ANSWERS??'
CALL MATTESON/DRUM.

We don't practice magic; and we're not ascapegoat
manufacturer. We like fundamentals. And there's
nothing more fundamental to us than asolidlyprofitable radio station.

Fact is, MATTESON/DRUM works
with your station more as apartner than as
avendor. We have to. The only way we shine
is by getting you to shine. And we get you
shining by enhancing every aspect of your
on-air sound; plus alot of what's off-air.

Not only that, we have enough confidence in our
abilities that we're willing to offer the ONLY FULL
GUARANTEES IN THE INDUSTRY.
If the times are telling you that you could use
some help, call for MATTESON/DRUM. We're
at 5001 Baum Boulevard, Pittsburgh, PA 15213.
Call us collect. (412) 683-2020.

Also off-air, in markets where we're available, we
might even install the certifiably-unique
MATTESON/DRUM Sales Training System. Our most
glowing testimonials come from the very salespeople
we've re-trained.

H

We don't cost you money...
We make you money.

In

111
111

VII

RADIO ACROSS THE USA'
San Francisco

BIRCH MONTHLY
KGO
KFRC
KYUU-FM
KCBS
KMEL-FM
KSJO-FM
KSOL-FM
KI01
KBLX-FM
KSAN-FM

Seattle

'_ r- ,...
,•"'w
-' t_olle
!"'"'% •eeta.
r. lied;
...,-

St Louis
,

-il

.:.2.,....,

eI m I
,
Xliii&•- 0 --'" r l

4

Tampa
•
.. ,

--....- •
;e. L.
. :1 ..
• !" '

Washington DC

r .,

,..
1-•
:,.

... •
Lei

58

KIRO
KOMO
KZOK-FM
KISW-FM
KSEA-FM
<BRU FM
KIJBF-M
KNBO-FM
KMPS-FM
KPLZ-FM

FORMAT
N
AC

A
A
BM
BM
R
R
C
AC

J/F
9.4

5.5
5.3

N/D
9.8
61
6•
.
0
6.2
6•
2
6.4
6•
6
4.7 4.5
51 34

51
.

5.2

6.9
6.9
6.7

FORMAT
V(
R
B
C
A
AC
A
BB
BM
AC

RADIO ONLY/APRIL 1983

FORMAT
WRI3O-FM
R
WWBA-FM
BM
WOYK
C
WYNF
AC
WOXM
A
WSUN
C
WDAE
BM
WMGG-FM AC
WFLA
BM
WI01
AC

KNEW/KSAN GM Steve Edwards named VP of Malrite
of California....XETRA, San
Diego PD Jeff Hunter now
PD of newly formatted " Hot
Hits" KITS (
formerly KBRG).
WAYL,
Minneapolis
GM
Allan Goodman appointed
acting stn mgr....KOAK PD
Bob Heymann also becomes new stn mgr.

KBAY-FM
KFOG-FM
KGO-FM
KIBE
KKHI
KKHI-FM
KLHT-FM

4.2

3.9

4.1

4.4

3.7

3.1

Read
999
999
999
99.9
99.9
999
99.9

Don't Read

%A0H Mon- Sun 6AM-Modniyht
Source !Itch Oct- Dec 1982

D/J
9.5

5•
2

4.4
3.
4
2.5

BIRCH MONTHLY
KMOX
KHTR-FM
KMJM-FM
WIL-FM
KSHE-FM
KSD-FM
KWK-FM
WRTH
KEZK-FM
KYKY-FM

MARKET SCAN

SUNDAY NEWSPAPER

QUALITATIVE DATA

KRKO
KMPS-FM
KIRO
wwv"7
'
T
'ii
KMO
KYYX-FM

TV HOURS
(Yesterday)
54
2-5 under 2
99.9 - --38.0 32.9
29.1
36.1

26.8

371

28.6

42.9

28 '
6

26 7 43 3 30.0
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MARKET SCAN
Tribune Publishing sells KTNT
to Positive Broadcasting. Call
letters

change to KPMA. Don

Atkinson new owner GM....
KXA/KYYX files for bank ruptcy....KSPL drops nostalgia
for
adult
contemporary....
KIOA.KMGH, Des Moines VP
GM Ed Wodka to K.IR as VP
GM replacing Rich Robertson
who is new GM at KOMO.

MARKET SCAN
CBS- owned KHTR-FM (
formerly KMOX-FM) (" HitRadio -)
holding recent dramatic audience gains. ... Former Doubleday Assistant National PD
Larry Moffitt exits short-lived
KWK
PD
position
after
Doubleday signing of consultant Bobby Hattrik. KWK Assistant
PD
Beau
Raines
named acting PD.

MARKET SCAN
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WWDC-AM switches to Toby
Arnold's " Unforgettable" format . . WRMR drops " Music
of Your Life" for country....
High Fidelity broadcasting
looking to buy WEAM-AM...
WPGC GM Charles Giddens now GM at WWLT, AtI
anta ( formerly
WMZQ considering change
from country to rock.
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And we'll make yours worth
alot more.
The delicate ratio between research,
programming, ratings, and bottom
line is what Noble is all about.
Creatively planning from start to
finish. Getting maximum results from
agiven radio station in a particular
market situation. And winning
consistantly since our start.
So if Noble is a new name to you, it
could be afresh start for your station.
Give us acall. We sure won't waste
your time.
For starters . . .
Bob Harper
Adult Contemporary, Great Gold,
Audience Research
Frank Felix
Album Oriented Rock, Top 40
Rick Carroll
Rock of the 80's/Modern Music

NOIM_E IM2OADCAST
CONSUI TANTS

4891 PAC 11 21C HIGHWAY
SAN DILGO. CA 92110

(619) 291-8510
Ask for John Schoen
Vice President and General Manager

OFF THE AIR
60 SECOND SEMINAR

American Express' New Envoy
Radio execs won't leave the station without it
Karl Malden hasn't begun to advertise it yet, but American Express' Envoy Service, introduced
in Philadelphia and Houston test
markets where it passed with flying colors, will be available for
non-corporate travelling people in
July. The new, 24-hour, on- call
Envoy Service is available to
American Express card holders for
an annual $25 fee.
Non- corporate radio execs who
join the Envoy Service don't have
to pay more than their corporate
colleagues when they take off for
industry conventions or other business trips. The service can even
be used for vacation arrangements.
The Envoy Service is designed to
give non- corporate people all the
amenities of corporate folk when
they book travel plans.
The Envoy Service promotes
American Express' 150 national
travel agencies. There are many
uses non- corporate radio execs
will want to know about:

minks or electronic equipment,
that is purchased through aspecial
catalog. Twenty trips equals a50
percent savings on merchandise.
Radio executives who fly to one
or two conventions or conferences
each year are off and running in
their point gathering. Add travel
to New York to pitch clients directly or see your rep, and it doesn't
take long to come up with enough
business travel to make the $ 25
Envoy fee worthwhile.

The Radio Exec's
Exercise Plan
Station people must become
less stationary.
A regular program will
strengthen your heart, help to control your weight, and make you feel
healthy and productive.
Here's how to start:

•Work up to the point where
you can exercise vigorously for 30
minutes three times aweek, raising your pulse to about 120 beats
per minute.
•Work out for 10 to 15 minutes
at a time at first. Then gradually
increase that to 30 minutes. ( Over
35- years- old, consult with your
physician before beginning an intense exercise routine.)
•Choose any sport that can be
continuously sustained.
•You can't be fit with only one
workout aweek, though you can
benefit from two. There is agreater
Most radio executives can then improvement in heart and lung fitadd personal or family travel to ness when you go from two to
the Envoy program—something three workouts. Surprisingly, you
•A 24- hour, 7- day- a- week, toll most corporate execs can't do—to won't gain much fitness by exerfree " 800" number to make or earn additional points and ex- cising more than three times a
change them for merchandise.
change travel arrangements.
week. It could even cause injury.
American Express isn't the first
•Wait aday between workouts.
•Personal travel profiles. Each
member is assigned alocal Ameri- to take advantage of travel promo- Every time you exercise, muscles
can Express travel office where tions. Travel is fast becoming a are slightly injured and it takes 48
personal travel preferences are highly competitive field. Airline hours for them to heal. If you exkept on file, such as information deregulation, and the lower fares ercise while your muscles are
on member's hotel, airline, flight that sometimes result, is just one healing, you are likely to injure
other aspect of abig company tak- them even more.
class, and car rental preferences.
ing advantage of our needs, and
•Even great athletes follow a
• 10 to 15 percent discounts on
desires, to travel.
variation
of the 48-hour recovery
hotel rates and Hertz or Avis car
The car rental companies are
rule. A marathon runner may run
rental.
also fiercely competitive, offering
•Access to Worldwide Business customers instant gifts or points every day, but he or she will vary
Centers, acompany that rents of- toward bigger, more valuable gifts. the intensity of the runs. A hard
fice space away from the office. The trend may be away from this workout followed by an easier one
Offices, conference rooms, stenog- in the future as at least one car follows the 48-hour rule. Exercise
raphers, typewriters or typing ser- rental company is dropping the every other day until your muscles
feel heavy or hurt.
vices.
freé gifts incentive.
•If you want to exercise daily,
•Frequent Users Program: a
The term " getting pointers" on
point system based on the number travel now can be translated to alter your sport. This allows the
of times you use the service. Every mean earning enough points to get use of different muscles, or the
time an exec makes a trip ( busi- gifts. It may not mean more travel same muscle in a different way.
ness or pleasure) and uses the for the average radio executive, but For example, alternating cycling
Envoy Service, he or she gets a it could mean more fun and most and running requires use of differpoint. These points are collected certainly it will mean more profit ent leg muscles. — By Gabe Mirkin,
MD, a syndicated columnist for the New
and changed in for discounts on to American Express when this
York Times, acommentator for CBS radio
high quality merchandise, like "test" venture goes nationwide. In
and author of The Sportsmedicine Book.
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We bring you the music that brings
in your audience.
There's aproven way to attract and hold today's
demanding and discerning audience— give them the
music they want to hear. The music licensed by BMI.
BMI, the world's largest performing rights organization, icenses most of the music that audiences prefer,
the majority of the music on last year's charts.
The most talented collection of writers and
composers. Creating the most popular music.
Helping you capture alarger audience. Today
and tomorrow. That's BMI.

BMI

Wherever there's music, there's BMI.
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ACTION
SPEAKS LOUDER
THAN WORDS.

SRP's new Easy Listening format
of Beautiful Music is available now!
It is a new breed of research driven
music.. all winners.
Our long term commitment to continuing
research is with Bill Moyes
and The Research Group

under an exclusive agreement. We are
using their patented Comprehensive
Music Test with its outstanding,
proven track record.
So when you're ready to
play the winners for your
listeners, you'll want to play
SRP Those are the facts.

Schulke Radio Productions, Ltd.
3001 Hadley Road. South Plainfield, New Jersey 0708012011753-0444
A DIVISION OF COX COMMUNICATIONS. INC

